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Reprogramming War
This report is part of a PAX research project on the development of lethal autonomous weapons. These weapons, which 

would be able to kill people without any direct human involvement, are highly controversial. Many experts warn that they 

would violate fundamental legal and ethical principles and would be a destabilising threat to international peace and 

security. 

In a series of four reports, PAX analyses which actors could potentially be involved in the development of these weapons. 

Each report looks at a different group of actors, namely states, the tech sector, universities & research institutes, and arms 

producers. The present report focuses on the tech sector. Its goal is to inform the ongoing debate with facts about current 

developments and to encourage technology companies to develop and publicize clear policies for where they draw the line 

between what they will and will not do in the space of military AI applications.

If you have any questions regarding this project, please contact Daan Kayser: kayser@paxforpeace.nl
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Executive Summary

T he development of lethal autonomous weapons has raised deep concerns and has 
triggered an international debate regarding the desirability of these weapons. Lethal 
autonomous weapons, popularly known as killer robots, would be able to select and 

attack individual targets without meaningful human control. This report analyses which tech 
companies could potentially be involved in the development of these weapons. It highlights 
areas of work that are relevant to the military and have potential for applications in lethal 
autonomous weapons, specifically in facilitating the autonomous selection and attacking of 
targets. Companies have been included in this report because of links to military projects and/or 
because the technology they develop could potentially be used in lethal autonomous weapons.

 
 Lethal autonomous weapons

 Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to make many positive contributions to society. 
But in order to realize its potential, it is important to avoid the negative effects and backlashes from 
inappropriate use of AI. The use of AI by militaries in itself is not necessarily problematic, for example 
when used for autonomous take-off and landing, navigation or refueling. However the use of AI to allow 
weapon systems to autonomously select and attack targets is highly controversial. The development of 
these weapons would have an enormous effect on the way war is conducted. It has been called the third 
revolution in warfare, after gunpowder and the atomic bomb. Many experts warn that these weapons 
would violate fundamental legal and ethical principles and would destabilize international peace and
security. In particular, delegating the decision over life and death to a machine is seen as deeply unethical.

 The autonomous weapons debate in the tech sector

 In the past few years, there has been increasing debate within the tech sector about the 
impact of new technologies on our societies. Concerns related to privacy, human rights and other 
issues have been raised. The issue of weapon systems with increasing levels of autonomy, which 
could lead to the development of lethal autonomous weapons, has also led to discussions within 
the tech sector. For example, protests by Google employees regarding the Pentagon project Maven 
led to the company installing a policy committing to not design or deploy AI in “weapons or other 
technologies whose principal purpose or implementation is to cause or directly facilitate injury to 
people”. Also more than 240 companies and organisations, and more than 3,200 individuals have 
signed a pledge to never develop, produce or use lethal autonomous weapon systems.  

Tech companies have a social responsibility to ensure that the rapid developments in artificial 
intelligence are used for the benefit of humankind. It is also in a company’s own interest to 
ensure it does not contribute to the development of these weapons as this could lead to severe 
reputational damage. As Google Cloud CEO Diane Green said, “Google would not choose to pursue 
Maven today because the backlash has been terrible for the company”. 

 The tech sector and increasingly autonomous weapons

 A number of technologies can be relevant in the development of lethal autonomous weapons. 
Companies working on these technologies need to be aware of that potential in their technology and 
they need to have policies that make explicit how and where they draw the line regarding the military 
application of their technologies. The report looks at tech companies from the following perspectives:

 ! Big tech     ! Hardware
 ! AI software and system integration ! Pattern recognition
 ! Autonomous (swarming) aerial systems ! Ground robots

 Level of concern

 Fifty companies from 12 countries, all working on one or more of the technologies 
mentioned above, were selected and asked to participate in a short survey, asking them about their 
current activities and policies in the context of lethal autonomous weapons. Based on this survey 
and our own research PAX has ranked these companies based on three criteria: 

 1. Is the company developing technology that could be relevant in the context of  
  lethal autonomous weapons?
 
 2. Does the company work on relevant military projects?
 
 3. Has the company committed to not contribute to the development of lethal 
  autonomous weapons?

Based on these criteria, seven companies are classified as showing ‘best practice’, 22 as companies 
of ‘medium concern’, and 21 as ‘high concern’. To be ranked as ‘best practice’ a company must have 
clearly committed to ensuring its technology will not be used to develop or produce autonomous 
weapons. Companies are ranked as high concern if they develop relevant technology, work on 
military projects and have not yet committed to not contributing to the development or production 
of these weapons. 

 Recommendations
 
 This is an important debate. Tech companies need to decide what they will and will not 
do when it comes to military applications of artificial intelligence. There are a number of steps 
that tech companies can take to prevent their products from contributing to the development and 
production of lethal autonomous weapons. 

 ! Commit publicly to not contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons.
 

 ! Establish a clear policy stating that the company will not contribute to the
  development or production of lethal autonomous weapon systems. 
 

 ! Ensure employees are well informed about what they work on and allow open 
  discussions on any related concerns.
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COMPANY

AerialX

Airobotics

Airspace Systems

Alibaba

Amazon

Anduril Industries

Animal Dynamics

Apple

Arbe robotics

ATOS

Baidu

Blue Bear Systems

Cambricon

Citadel Defense

Clarifai

Cloudwalk Technology

Corenova Technologies

DeepGlint

Dibotics

EarthCube

Facebook

General Robotics

Google

Heron Systems

HIGH 

CONCERN

BEST  

PRACTICE

MEDIUM 

CONCERN

HQ

Canada

Israel

US

China

US

US

UK

US

Israel

France

China

UK

China

US

US

China

US

China

France

France

US

Israel

US

US

RELEVANT TECHNOLOGY

Counter-drone systems

Autonomous drones

Counter-drone systems

AI chips, Facial recognition

Cloud, Drones, Facial and  

speech recognition

AI platforms

Autonomous drones

Computers, Facial and  

speech recognition

Autonomous vehicles

AI architecture, cyber security, 

data management

Deep learning, Pattern recognition

Unmanned maritime and aerial 

systems

AI chips

Counter-drone systems

Facial recognition

Facial recognition

Autonomous swarming systems

Facial recognition

Autonomous navigation, Drones

Machine learning

Social media, Pattern recognition, 

Virtual Reality

Ground robots

AI architecture, Social media, 

Facial recognition

AI software, ML, Drone applications

RELEVANT MILITARY/

SECURITY PROJECTS

DroneBullet

Border security patrol bots

Airspace interceptor

-

JEDI, Rekognition

Project Maven, Lattice

Skeeter

-

-

-

-

Project Mosquito/LANCA

-

Titan

Project Maven

-

HiveDefense, OFFSET

-

‘Generate’

‘algorithmic warfare tools 

of the future’

-

Dogo

-

‘solutions to support 

tomorrow's military 

aircraft’

COMMIT 

TO NOT 

DEVELOP

X

X

X

X

HIGH CONCERN  Company working on military/security applications of relevant technologies + chose not to answer our survey’s questions in a meaningful way.

MEDIUM CONCERN  Company working on military/security applications of relevant technologies + answered that it was not working on lethal autonomous weapons; 

  or Company not known as working on military/security applications of relevant technologies + chose not to answer our survey’s questions in a meaningful way.

BEST PRACTICE Company answered to explain its policy on how it ensures its technology is not contributing to lethal autonomous weapons.

  Unknown.

HiveMapper

IBM

Innoviz

Intel

Megvii

Microsoft

Montvieux

Naver

Neurala

Oracle

Orbital Insight

Palantir

Percepto

Roboteam

Samsung

SenseTime

Shield AI

Siemens

Softbank

SparkCognition

Synesis

Taiwan Semiconductor

Tencent

Tharsus

VisionLabs

Yitu

US

US

Israel

US

China

US

UK

S. Korea

US

US

US

US

Israel

Israel

S. Korea

China

US

Germany

Japan

US

Belarus

Taiwan

China

UK

Russia

China

Pattern recognition, Mapping

AI chips, Cloud, Super computers, 

Facial recognition 

Autonomous vehicles

AI chips, UAS

Facial recognition

Cloud, Facial recognition

Data analysis, Deep learning

‘Ambient Intelligence’, Autonomous 

robots, Machine vision systems

Deep learning neural network 

software

Cloud, AI infrastructure, Big data

Geospatial analytics

Data analytics

Autonomous drones

Unmanned systems; AI software

Computers and AI platforms

Computer vision, Deep learning

Autonomous (swarming) drones

AI, Automation 

Telecom, Robotics

AI systems, Swarm technology

AI- and Cloud-based applications, 

Pattern recognition

AI chips

AI applications, Cloud, ML, Pattern 

recognition

Robotics

Visual recognition

Facial recognition

HiveMapper app

Nuclear testing super 

computers, ex-JEDI

-

DARPA HIVE

-

HoloLens, JEDI

‘Revolutionise human 

information relationship 

for defence’

-

Target identification soft-

ware for military drones

ex-JEDI

-

DCGS-A

-

Semi-autonomous military 

UGVs

-

SenseFace, SenseTotem 

for police use

Nova

KRNS, TRADES

-

‘works across the defense 

and national security space 

in the U.S.’

Kipod

-

-

-

-

Police use

X

X

X

Table:  
COMPANIES SURVEYED FOR THIS REPORT 

Companies have been ranked by levels of concern. The ranking was based on three criteria:

 1. Is the company developing technology that could be relevant in the context of lethal autonomous weapons?
 2. Does the company work on relevant military projects? 
 3. Has the company committed to not contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons?

-

NB: This table ranks companies according to the level of concern regarding their potential (unintended) contribution to the development of lethal autonomous weapons. It does not take into account other 

concerns regarding privacy, human rights and other issues.
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1. Introduction

A  rtificial Intelligence (AI) is progressing rapidly and has enormous potential for helping 
humanity in countless ways, from improving healthcare to lifting people out of poverty, 
and helping achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals – if deployed 

wisely.1 In recent years, there has been increasing debate within the tech sector about the 
impact of AI on our societies, and where to draw the line between acceptable and unacceptable 
uses. Concerns related to privacy, human rights and other issues have been raised. The issue 
of weapon systems with increasing levels of autonomy, which could lead to lethal autonomous 
weapons, has also led to strong discussions within the tech sector. 

In reaction to a project with the Pentagon, Google staff signed an open letter saying “We believe 
that Google should not be in the business of war”.2 Following the controversy Google published its 
AI principles, “which include a commitment to not pursue AI applications for weapons”.3

Microsoft employees responded to the company’s efforts to participate in another US military 
contract by affirming that they worked at Microsoft in the hope of empowering “every person on the 
planet to achieve more, not with the intent of ending lives and enhancing lethality”.4

In 2014, Canadian company Clearpath Robotics was the first company committing not to contribute 
to the development of lethal autonomous weapons. It said: “This technology has the potential to 
kill indiscriminately and to proliferate rapidly; early prototypes already exist. Despite our continued 
involvement with Canadian and international military research and development, Clearpath 
Robotics believes that the development of killer robots is unwise, unethical, and should be banned 
on an international scale”.5 

In order to realize the great above-mentioned potential for AI to make the world better, it is 
important to avoid the negative effects and backlashes from inappropriate AI use. The use of AI 
by militaries is not necessarily problematic, for example for autonomous take-off and landing, 
navigation or refueling. However, the development of lethal autonomous weapons, which could 
select and attack targets on their own, has raised deep concerns and triggered heated controversy.

This is an important debate in which tech companies play a key role. To ensure that this debate 
is as fact-based and productive as possible, it is valuable for tech companies to articulate and 
publicise clear policies on their stance, clarifying where they draw the line between what AI 
technology they will and will not develop.

 
 Concerns about Lethal Autonomous Weapons

 Lethal autonomous weapon systems are weapons that can select and attack individual 
targets without meaningful human control.6 This means that the decision to use lethal force 
is delegated to a machine, and that an algorithm can decide to kill humans. The function of 

autonomously selecting and attacking targets could be applied to various autonomous platforms, 
for instance drones, tanks, fighter jets or ships. The development of such weapons would have an 
enormous effect on the way war is conducted and has been called the third revolution in warfare, 
after gunpowder and the atomic bomb.7

Many experts warn that lethal autonomous weapons would violate fundamental legal and ethical 
principles and would be a destabilising threat to international peace and security. Moral and ethical 
concerns have centred around the delegation of the kill decision to an algorithm. Legal concerns 
are related to whether lethal autonomous weapons could comply with international humanitarian 
law (IHL, also known as the law of war), more specifically whether they could properly distinguish 
between civilians and combatants and make proportionality assessments.8 Military and legal 
scholars have pointed out an accountability vacuum regarding who would be held responsible in 
the case of an unlawful act.9

Others have voiced concerns that lethal autonomous weapons would be seriously destabilizing 
and threaten international peace and security. For example, by enabling risk-free and untraceable 
attacks they could lower the threshold to war and weaken norms regulating the use of force. 
Delegating decisions to algorithms could result in the pace of combat exceeding human response 
time, creating the danger of rapid conflict escalation. Lethal autonomous weapons might trigger 
a global arms race where they will become mass-produced, cheap and ubiquitous since, unlike 
nuclear weapons, they require no hard-to-obtain raw materials. They might therefore proliferate 
to a large number of states and end up in the hands of criminals, terrorists and warlords. Sized 
and priced smartphones, lethal drones with GPS and facial recognition might enable anonymous 
political murder, ethnic cleansing or acts that even loyal soldiers would refuse to carry out. 
Algorithms might target specific groups based on sensor data such as perceived age, gender, 
ethnicity, dress code, or even place of residence or worship. Experts also warn that “the perception 
of a race will prompt everyone to rush to deploy unsafe AI systems”.10

“Because they do not require individual human supervision, autonomous weapons are potentially 
scalable weapons of mass destruction; an essentially unlimited number of such weapons can be 
launched by a small number of people. This is an inescapable logical consequence of autonomy”, 
wrote Stuart Russell, computer science professor at the University of California in Berkeley.11

Therefore, “pursuing the development of lethal autonomous weapons would drastically reduce 
international, national, local, and personal security”.12 Decades ago, scientists used a similar 
argument to convince presidents Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon to renounce the US biological 
weapons programme and ultimately bring about the Biological Weapons Convention. 

Twenty eight states, including Austria, Brazil, China, Egypt, Mexico and Pakistan, have so far called 
for a ban, and most states agree that some form of human control over weapon systems and the 
use of force is required.13 UN Secretary-General António Guterres has called lethal autonomous 
weapons “morally repugnant and politically unacceptable”, urging states to negotiate a ban on 
these weapons. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has called on states to 
establish internationally agreed limits on autonomy in weapon systems that address legal, ethical 
and humanitarian concerns. The Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, a coalition of over a hundred 
civil society organisations across 54 countries, aims to stop the development and use of fully 
autonomous weapons through an international treaty. An IPSOS poll in 26 countries shows that 
61 per cent of respondents oppose lethal autonomous weapons. Two-thirds answered that such 
weapons would “cross a moral line because machines should not be allowed to kill”.14
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 This Report

 This report analyses developments in the tech sector, pointing to areas of work that 
are highly relevant to the military and have potential for applications in lethal autonomous 
weapons, specifically in facilitating the autonomous selection and attack of targets. While certain 
technologies may well ensure sufficient human control over a weapon’s use, it is often unclear 
what this entails and how this is ensured. Similarly, certain technologies may be intended for 
uncontroversial uses that do not cause harm, but it is often unclear how companies ensure their 
technology will not be used for lethal applications, and especially not for autonomous weapons. 

Whereas military production in the past was naturally the domain of the arms industry, with the 
emergence of the digital era, the tech sector has become increasingly involved. Thus this report 
analyses the connections between the public and private sectors in the area of military technology 
with increasingly autonomous capabilities.

The research is based on information available in the public domain, either from company 
websites or from trusted media. PAX also sent out a survey to 50 companies in the tech sector 
that we deemed relevant because of their (actual or potential) connections with the military, as a 
development partner and/or as a supplier of specific products. The survey asked companies about 
their awareness of the debate around autonomous weapons, whether the company has an official 
position regarding these weapons, and whether they have a policy to reflect this position (See 
‘Annex: Survey Questions’). These companies have been ranked based on three criteria  

 1. Is the company developing technology that could be relevant in the context of 
  lethal autonomous weapons?
 
 2. Does the company work on relevant military projects?
 
 3. Has the company committed to not contribute to the development of lethal 
  autonomous weapons?

This report is not intended to be an exhaustive overview of such activities, nor of the tech sector 
itself; rather, it covers a relevant range of products and companies to illustrate the role of this 
sector in the development of increasingly autonomous weapons. This role brings a responsibility 
for tech companies to be mindful of the potential applications of certain technologies and possible 
negative effects when applied to weapon systems.

It is important to note that companies mentioned in this report have been included because of 

links to military projects and/or because the technology they develop could potentially be used 

in autonomous weapons. A natural assumption is that companies are not contributing to the 

development of lethal autonomous weapons if they responded to our survey stating that they do 

not work on this and have a policy to prevent such use. It is valuable for the ongoing debate that 

tech companies, regardless of their stance, articulate it into a clear policy that is publicly shared. 

Many emerging technologies are dual-use and have clear peaceful uses. In the context of this 
report, the concern is with products that could potentially also be used in lethal autonomous 
weapons. Moreover, there is the worry that unless companies develop proper policies, some 
technologies not intended for battlefield use may ultimately end up being used in weapon systems.

The development of lethal autonomous weapons takes place in a wide spectrum, with levels 
of technology varying from simple automation to full autonomy, and being applied in different 
weapon systems’ functionalities. This has raised concerns of a slippery slope where the human 
role is gradually diminishing in the decision-making loop regarding the use of force, prompting 
suggestions that companies, through their research and production, must help guarantee 
meaningful human control over decisions to use force. 

In the hope of contributing to the discussion, this report illustrates some developments in this 

area, with varying levels of (proclaimed) autonomy or use of AI. The information in the report is 

based on publicly available information. However, not all technical information about companies’ 

technologies and projects is publicly available. Therefore, the report does not draw conclusions 

from the perceived levels of autonomy and human control in the products and projects described 

in the report.
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2. The Autonomous
Weapons Debate 
in the Tech Sector

I n recent years, there has been increasing debate about the impact of AI on society. 
Concerns related to privacy, human rights and other issues have been raised. The issue of 
weapon systems with increasing levels of autonomy, which could lead to the development 

of lethal autonomous weapons, is an active area of discussion within the technology sector. 
Companies must decide whether or not they will participate in their development. As there 
are no multinational treaties or norms banning autonomous weapons yet, “professional codes 
of ethics should also disallow the development of machines that can decide to kill a human”, 
according to professor Stuart Russell.15

 

 Tech against Lethal Autonomous Weapons

 The first company to speak out on this issue was Clearpath Robotics in 2014. Co-founder 
Ryan Gariepy stated in an open letter that the company pledged not to “manufacture weaponized 
robots that remove humans from the loop”.16 While not objecting to military work per se, he stressed: 

 “As a company which continues to develop robots for various militaries worldwide, Clearpath  
 Robotics has more to lose than others might by advocating entire avenues of research be  
	 closed	off.	Nevertheless,	we	call	on	anyone	who	has	the	potential	to	influence	public	policy	to		
 stop the development of killer robots before it’s too late. We encourage those who might see 
 business opportunities in this technology to seek other ways to apply their skills and resources 
 for the betterment of humankind. Finally, we ask everyone to consider the many ways in which  
 this technology would change the face of war for the worse. Voice your opinion and take a  
 stance”.17

Since then, many more have added their voice to underline the risks of autonomous weapons. Since 
its publication in 2015, over 4,500 artificial intelligence and robotics experts, and more than 26,000 
others signed an open letter stating:

 “The key question for humanity today is whether to start a global AI arms race or to prevent  
 it from starting. If any major military power pushes ahead with AI weapon development, a 
 global arms race is virtually inevitable, and the endpoint of this technological trajectory is  
 obvious: autonomous weapons will become the Kalashnikovs of tomorrow. […] We therefore  

	 believe	that	a	military	AI	arms	race	would	not	be	beneficial	for	humanity.	There	are	many	ways		
	 in	which	AI	can	make	battlefields	safer	for	humans,	especially	civilians,	without	creating	new	
 tools for killing people”.

The letter adds: 

 “Just as most chemists and biologists have no interest in building chemical or biological  
 weapons, most AI researchers have no interest in building AI weapons — and do not want 
	 others	to	tarnish	their	field	by	doing	so,	potentially	creating	a	major	public	backlash	against	
	 AI	that	curtails	its	future	societal	benefits.	Indeed,	chemists	and	biologists	have	broadly		
 supported international agreements that have successfully prohibited chemical and biological 
 weapons, just as most physicists supported the treaties banning space-based nuclear weapons 
 and blinding laser weapons”.18

Signatories include Elon Musk (CEO, Tesla and SpaceX), Eric Horvitz (managing director, Microsoft 
Research), Barbara Grosz (Harvard University), Demis Hassabis and Mustafa Suleyman (co-founders 
Google DeepMind), Yann LeCun (Vice President, Chief AI Scientist at Facebook), Professor Francesca 
Rossi (Padova University and Harvard), Steve Wozniak (co-founder Apple) and Kathryn McElroy 
(IBM’s Watson design lead).

In 2017, 116 tech sector CEOs warned against these weapons and called on the United Nations 
to take action. “These can be weapons of terror, weapons that despots and terrorists use against 
innocent populations, and weapons hacked to behave in undesirable ways. We do not have long 
to act. Once this Pandora’s box is opened, it will be hard to close”.19 Yoshua Bengio, computer 
science professor at the University of Montreal, said on the occasion: “The use of AI in autonomous 
weapons hurts my sense of ethics” and that the development of autonomous weapons “would be 
likely to lead to a very dangerous escalation” and “would hurt the further development of AI’s good 
applications”.20 Bengio, along with Yann LeCun and Geoffrey Hinton, received the 2018 A.M. Turing 
Award, also referred to as the Nobel Prize of Computing.21

Since 2018, over 240 companies and organisations, and over 3,200 individuals have signed a pledge 
to never develop, produce or use lethal autonomous weapon systems. 

	 “Thousands	of	AI	researchers	agree	that	by	removing	the	risk,	attributability,	and	difficulty	of		
 taking human lives, lethal autonomous weapons could become powerful instruments of violence  
 and oppression, especially when linked to surveillance and data systems. […]

 We, the undersigned, call upon governments and government leaders to create a future with  
 strong international norms, regulations and laws against lethal autonomous weapons. These  
 currently being absent, we opt to hold ourselves to a high standard: we will neither participate  
 in nor support the development, manufacture, trade, or use of lethal autonomous weapons. We  
 ask that technology companies and organizations, as well as leaders, policymakers, and other  
 individuals, join us in this pledge”.22

Companies that signed include Google’s DeepMind, Clearpath Robotics and Silicon Valley Robotics.
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Furthermore, in 2019 the Federation of German Industries (BDI) released a position paper calling 
for a ban on lethal autonomous weapon systems. 

	 “The	impact	of	artificial	intelligence	on	security	and	defence	cannot	be	overstated.	There	
	 are	significant	ethical	reservations	about	the	opportunities	for	faster	and	more	accurate	
 applications. The BDI calls for a ban on lethal autonomous weapon systems and is committed  
 to an international regulatory framework”.23

 Tech Workers

 There have been debates within tech companies themselves too, highlighting the growing 
activism and social engagement of tech workers. They have been voicing their concerns about the 
applications of the technologies they are working on. Tech workers are increasingly demanding 
clarity and transparency on the intended applications of the technologies they develop, stemming 
from a commitment to develop technology to help humanity and not to harm it.

Related to the use of artificial intelligence in weapon systems, the most notable example is that of 
Google. In 2018 thousands of Google staff signed an open letter that called on Google to cancel its 
collaboration with the Pentagon on Project Maven.24  

The project uses artificial intelligence to interpret video images, which could provide the basis for 
automatic targeting and autonomous weapon systems.25 “We believe that Google should not be 
in the business of war”, the open letter stated.26 Amr Gaber, one of the authors of the letter, said at 
the UN in 2018: “A program should never authorize an action to end the life of a human being”.27 
Following the staff’s letter, Google decided to not renew its contract and has since published 
ethical AI principles, which state that Google will not design or deploy AI in “weapons or other 
technologies whose principal purpose or implementation is to cause or directly facilitate injury to 
people”.28 Google reiterated that position in response to our survey request, further outlining that 
“since announcing our AI principles, we’ve established a formal review structure to assess new 
projects, products and deals. We’ve conducted more than 100 reviews so far, assessing the scale, 
severity, and likelihood of best- and worst-case scenarios for each product and deal”.29

 
Another example is Clarifai, a company that works on machine learning and image recognition, 
and that is also involved in Project Maven. Its work on this project was initially very secretive. 
Reportedly, paper covered the windows of the room where the work took place and employees 
called it “The Chamber of Secrets”, in reference to the Harry Potter novel. Even the eight engineers 
and researchers working inside the room did not entirely realize the nature of the project, according 
to “three people with knowledge of the matter”, who spoke to the New York Times “on the condition 
that they not be identified for fear of retaliation”.30 

Despite the CEO’s assurance that employees knew what they were working on, those employees 
were in fact not entirely clear about what it was specifically going to be used for, especially as 
the technology was “the same that they had been working on for other projects”.31 In a blogpost, 
CEO Matthew Zeiler wrote that “Clarifai’s mission is to accelerate the progress of humanity 
with continually improving AI. After careful consideration, we determined that the goal of our 
contribution to Project Maven—to save the lives of soldiers and civilians alike—is unequivocally 
aligned with our mission”. He added: “We believe in putting our resources toward society’s best 

interests, and that includes America’s security”.32 A week after the blog, Zeiler spoke at a staff 
meeting. “He did say that our technology was likely to be used for weapons,” says Liz O’Sullivan, who 
has since left the company, “and autonomous weapons at that”.33 Zeiler has not denied this and has 
said that the US needs to step up, as other countries, including China, are already doing so.34 In late 
2018, Clarifai also announced the formation of a subsidiary called Neural Net One, which will deal 
with military and intelligence contracts.35 

Despite this work, Clarifai opted not to take part in our survey, stating: “Given that autonomous 
weapons are not the company’s focus, we won’t be able to help with the survey”. 36 This answer 
raises an important point. Even if a company itself does not focus on the development of weapon 
systems, its technology could very well be used for that purpose. Therefore it is crucial that 
companies such as Clarifai set up clear policies to make explicit what purposes their technology 
may be used for and what their clear red lines are. Without such policies, companies risk 
contributing to the development of lethal autonomous weapons. 

Within Microsoft, there have also been debates about cooperation with the military. One example 
is the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) programme. Various big tech companies have 
been bidding for this contract, including Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle and IBM, with the first two as 
the last remaining contenders.37 JEDI is  a USD 10 billion project to build cloud services for the US 
Department of Defense. Their Chief Management Officer John Gibson explained that “This program 
is truly about increasing the lethality of our department”.38 In an open letter, employees then 
countered that “many Microsoft employees don’t believe what we build should be used for waging 
war”, adding that they worked at Microsoft in the hope of empowering “every person on the planet 
to achieve more, not with the intent of ending lives and enhancing lethality”.39 

There was also opposition surrounding Microsoft’s HoloLens contract with the Pentagon. The USD 
479 million contract “could eventually provide more than 100,000 headsets designed for combat 
and training in the military”. The Pentagon has described the project as a way to “increase lethality 
by enhancing the ability to detect, decide and engage before the enemy”.40 Once again, employees 
wrote a letter to Microsoft’s CEO and President stating that the employees working on the lens 
believed “it would be used to help architects and engineers build buildings and cars, to help teach 
people how to perform surgery or play the piano, to push the boundaries of gaming. […] While 

“Project Maven’s AI-driven identification 

of objects could quickly blur or move 

into AI-driven identification of “targets” 

as a basis for the use of lethal force.”
 

Campaign to Stop Killer Robots
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[Microsoft] has previously licensed tech to the US Military, it has never crossed the line into weapons 
development. […] The application of HoloLens within the IVAS [Integrated Visual Augmentation 
System] system is designed to help people kill”.41 Microsoft has an ethics review committee called 
Aether, but employees say it is “not robust enough to prevent weapons development, as the IVAS 
contract demonstrates”.42 The letter calls on Microsoft to end the IVAS contract, to cease developing 
weapon technologies and draft a public-facing acceptable use policy clarifying these commitments, 

Liz O’Sullivan left Clarifai in 2018. She shared her views on autonomous weapons for this report.

 

“As technology today is increasingly owned by a concentrated few large companies, conscientious 

objectors have fewer options in terms of workplaces where they can be free from participating 

in acts of war. Even seemingly innocuous tools like an AR headset meant for gaming (Microsoft 

Hololens) can be repurposed into a tool meant to “increase lethality” on the battlefield.

 

Technology companies must take special care with the psychological safety of the people who build 

their tools. It is unrealistic to ask that technology companies never work with the military, and 

our soldiers do deserve the best technology to protect their lives. But special care must be paid to 

“dual use” technologies and the workers who build them. No worker should be forced to contribute 

to end a human life, doubly so without that worker’s knowledge and consent, and yet this is the 

scenario faced by thousands of people across most of the major technology companies today.

With special attention to AI, and more specifically, computer vision tools that make use of 

“object detection” or “object localisation” (among other technologies), companies and workers 

alike must be aware of the potential impact this technology will have on the development of 

lethal autonomous weapons. This domain represents the last piece of the puzzle in killer robot 

development, and as such, any research that improves the state of the art for a military will 

enhance their attempts to further killer robot designs and efficacy. 

Technology companies should take steps to ensure full and complete transparency with the 

workers who build dual use technologies, especially in any case where this product can be sold to 

the military for any purpose at all. They should include legal protections for workers who refuse 

to participate in building ethically murky projects, especially those that may aid in ending human 

lives. In the event that a company is offered a military contract for a dual use technology such as 

object localisation, they should either refuse, or take great care to ensure that the algorithms sold 

cannot be repurposed or used to any end other than the innocent use it is intended to perform. 

The latter option, of course, may not be enough to guarantee that this work will not somehow end 

up on the drawing board for the killer robot architect, and as such should be approached very 

delicately, with strong contractual stipulations and auditing as mandatory conditions. 

Tech companies bear a lot of responsibility and power in the international landscape by the very 

nature of the projects they decide to take on. But, in the event that tech company leadership 

chooses money over peace, then the tech workers themselves have a rare opportunity to use their 

collective power to pressure these leaders into preventing the misuse of AI technologies for the 

purposes of escalating international tensions, or of ending human lives”.

as well as to appoint an external ethics review board with the power to enforce and publicly validate 
compliance with the acceptable use policy.43 

Responding to the survey, Eric Horvitz, director of Microsoft Research and chair of the Aether 
committee, mentions that “Microsoft makes a priority of the responsible development and use of AI 
technologies. Microsoft’s cross-company Aether committee takes sensitive uses of AI technologies 
very seriously and deliberates carefully in making recommendations to our company’s leadership 
team about controls and guidelines, including the critical need for human oversight and human-
in-the loop on high-stakes, sensitive AI technologies.”44 Unfortunately his statement can not be 
considered the company’s official position on lethal autonomous weapons.

In October 2018 Brad Smith, Microsoft’s President, said the company would continue to sell 
software to the US military. He wrote: “We believe in the strong defense of the United States and 
we want the people who defend it to have access to the nation’s best technology, including from 
Microsoft”.45 While military contracts are indeed not necessarily problematic, there are serious 
concerns when these technologies are used for lethal applications. 

Whereas Smith has called for a Digital Geneva Convention, stating the need for “international rules 
to protect the public from nation state threats in cyberspace”,46 it is remarkable that one of the 
largest IT companies in the world has so far not announced any policy regarding lethal autonomous 
weapons. Taken together, this raises questions about Microsoft’s position in potentially contributing to the 
development of autonomous weapons. 

AUTOMATING SIGNATURE STRIKES

Laura Nolan, a senior software engineer, left Google in June 2018 over the company’s (then) 

involvement in Project Maven. She shared her ideas on autonomous weapons for this report:

“Autonomous weapon systems are dangerous. I’ve worked with software systems for years and 

no complex system I’ve ever worked with has been free of errors, often very serious ones. In a 

warfare context, this could cost lives, potentially many lives. 

 

But an even greater consideration than the simple risk of autonomous weapon systems making 

attacks in violation of international humanitarian law is the problem of centralisation of power.  

It takes very few people to control a robot or drone army. Autonomous weapon systems become 

a new weapon of mass destruction, weakening the checks and balances we expect in the exercise  

of military power.

 

I left Google because the company was involved in developing Project Maven, a system that was 

intended to find objects (such as people and vehicles) in drone surveillance video. A system that can 

identify and track people over time can easily be programmed to find groups of certain sizes, or to 

look for other patterns of activity - this is a huge step towards automating signature strikes, attacks on 

targeted individuals or groups whose identity isn’t known. Many of these strikes violate international 

law. Maven is not in itself an autonomous weapons system, but it is a large part of the ‘kill chain’”.
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 Bad Business

 There are many reasons why it may be in the best interest of tech companies not to 
contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons. First of all, these companies have a 
social responsibility to ensure that the rapid developments in artificial intelligence are used for the 
benefit of humankind. The development of lethal autonomous weapons raises many ethical, legal 
and security concerns, as described in the introduction. Secondly, it is in companies’ own interests 
to ensure they do not contribute to the development of these weapons. Not doing so could lead to 
severe reputational damage. As Google Cloud CEO Diane Green said, “Google would not choose to 
pursue Maven today because the backlash has been terrible for the company”.47 

Kevin Roose, technology columnist for The New York Times, argues that there is a substantial 
financial risk to the tech giants today, as military contracts may be less lucrative than they appear, 
as they “could come with enormous hidden costs in the form of damaged reputations, recruiting 
problems and customer boycotts that could swamp any short-term gains. […]But the truth is that 
tech companies have absolutely no idea how the government will use their products in the future—
and how the political landscape might shift, throwing them into an unwanted spotlight. […] Take 
note, tech giants. Turning down controversial military and government contracts won’t doom your 
business. In fact, in the long run, your shareholders might thank you”.48

Finally, another reason for tech companies to think twice is the role of tech workers. As mentioned 
above, there is a growing group that is increasingly concerned about lethal autonomous weapons. 
Not speaking out on the issue could mean a company loses highly skilled employees. According 
to Forbes, “In artificial intelligence, particularly, alarming numbers of talented people are stepping 
away from jobs they fear have negative social consequences”.49 As tech workers are a crucial asset, 
listening to their views is essential. That is why it is imperative that companies draw a clear line on 
what their products can and cannot be used for. 

“Professional codes of ethics  

should also disallow the development  

of machines that can decide    to kill a human” 
 

Stuart Russell, professor of computer science at University of California, Berkeley50

 

 Setting Standards

 Within the tech sector, various initiatives have developed to ensure that new technology 
is used for good and to benefit society. For example, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers (IEEE) developed the Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems, 
which aims “To ensure every stakeholder involved in the design and development of autonomous 
and intelligent systems is educated, trained, and empowered to prioritize ethical considerations 
so that these technologies are advanced for the benefit of humanity”.51 It has published the first 
edition of its ‘Ethically Aligned Design’, which also includes a section on autonomous weapons. It 
states that “professional ethics about such systems can and should have ethical standards covering 
a broad array of issues arising from the automated targeting and firing of weapons”. It recommends 
that “designers not only take stands to ensure meaningful human control, but be proactive about 
providing quality situational awareness to operators and commanders using those systems”.52

Many large tech companies have ethics codes or principles related to AI, but most do not mention 
the military application of their technology, or more specifically autonomous weapons.53 One 
exception is Google, whose AI principles mention weapon systems as outlined above. There are also 
a number of initiatives coming from partnerships between science, industry and NGOs. Examples 
are Tenets (2016) by the Partnership on AI,54 and the Montreal Declaration for a Responsible 
Development of Artificial Intelligence (2018).55 Neither of these includes a reference to military 
applications. Another initiative is the Asilomar AI Principles (2017) by the Future of Life Institute, 
which does include a reference to the military application with the principle “An arms race in lethal 
autonomous weapons should be avoided”.56 

 What can the Tech Sector Do? 

 There are a number of steps that tech companies can take to prevent their products 
contributing to the development and production of lethal autonomous weapons. 

 ! Commit publicly to not contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons.57 
 

 ! Establish a clear policy stating that the company will not contribute to the
  development or production of lethal autonomous weapon systems. This policy  
  should include implementation measures such as:
  ! Ensuring each new project is assessed by an ethics committee; 
  ! Assessing all technology the company develops and its potential uses  
   and implications; 
  ! Adding a clause in contracts, especially in collaborations with ministries  
   of defence and arms producers, stating that the technology developed  
   may not be used in lethal autonomous weapon systems. 
 

 ! Ensure employees are well informed about what they work on and allow open 
  discussions on any related concerns. 
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 What can Tech Workers Do? 

 Of course, tech workers can also take action themselves. The Campaign to Stop Killer 
Robots specifically calls on them: 

 “While our campaigners are creating pressure at the United Nations and in national capitals  
 around the world, lobbying governments to enact proactive policy on this issue, we need   
 industry and tech workers to contribute to the conversation and use their technical expertise to 
  drive policy changes. We’ve seen the power that organizing within companies can have. It’s  
 up to each of us to harness the power of community to create meaningful change. […] The  
 Campaign to Stop Killer Robots stands by to amplify your efforts and ensure they impact   
 international policymakers. There are many forces working against us, but together, we can  
 contribute to a positive future for the industry you work in—one that enshrines human dignity  
 and rights for all”.58

“We cannot hand over the 

decision as to who lives and 

who dies to machines. They 

do not have the ethics to do 

so. I encourage you and your 

organizations to pledge to ensure 

that war does not become more 

terrible in this way.” 
Toby Walsh, professor of Artificial Intelligence at the University of New South Wales in Sydney

3. Technology 
for Increasingly 
Autonomous 
Weapons
 3.1 Introduction

 The history of technology has been characterized by innovations in the military being 
adapted for civilian applications. For example, many information and communication technologies 
(ICT) that are commonplace were funded by the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), or their equivalents in other countries. Well-known examples are the origins of the 
Internet (ARPANET) and satellite navigation (GPS).59 Today, a number of applications in the area of 
artificial intelligence can also be linked to funding by DARPA.60

Many such new technologies that were introduced in the consumer market have then been further 
developed and adapted to include a much wider range of applications. For example, navigational 
apps on smartphones have not only replaced paper maps, they can also tell us how to most 
efficiently get to a destination accounting for real time conditions, suggest alternate means of 
transport, and include nearby restaurants and entertainment. The precise satellite information 
required for these digital maps was classified or at least prohibitively expensive just 15 years ago. 

Even so, much of the ICT that has changed modern lives significantly over the past few decades 
emerged purely out of commercial interest. Companies such as Alibaba, Apple, Huawei, Microsoft 
and Google did not need military-led inventions to become the giant companies they are today. In 
fact, a new generation of technology is principally driven by private-sector investment, although 
the nexus between military interests and commercial technology is clear (for example in robotics, 
artificial intelligence and quantum computing). The military acquisition process is characterised by 
lengthy development cycles aimed at rather static technologies and platforms rather than the rapid 
iterative and incremental development cycles required for e.g. modern unmanned systems.61 

This has led the military to increasingly look to the commercial sector to address its most 
immediate needs: “Autonomous technologies, originating in the civil sector but adapted for military 
applications, are likely to become key components of the autonomous drones and weapons of the 
future. Military planners are aware of the civil sector’s lead in developing artificial intelligence and 
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autonomous systems and are keen to have a slice of the cake”.62

Whereas the slow military procurement process already discourages many companies from 
bidding for military contracts, the high financial and political costs associated with breaking into 
the military domain are also often seen as making the contracts not worth the effort. That was 
clear especially with the controversy about Google’s participation in Project Maven, discussed 
in the previous chapter, which demonstrated the unease within the sector about contributing to 
potentially lethal military applications.63

Nevertheless, military-funded research and development (R&D) continues to be a key incubator 
for many new technologies, some purely for military use, others with more diffuse or ‘dual-use’ 
applications (military and civilian). Whether it is hardware, such as autonomous vehicles and sensor 
equipment, or less tangible technologies (human-machine teaming,64 machine learning etc.), the 
military prioritises the development of such technologies for specific warfighting applications. 
Typically, such work is shared by both ‘traditional’ arms producers and relative newcomers to the 
military sector, start-ups as well as big tech companies. 

Especially, “two separate uses for AI and autonomous technology are becoming increasingly 
important in the military world. Firstly, autonomous systems can be used to process and analyse 
large amounts of raw intelligence information in order to find targets. Secondly, AI can be 
incorporated into the weapons themselves as well as to execute operational missions”.65

The following sections will look at a number of technologies that are relevant in the development of
lethal autonomous weapons, and at the companies that are working on these technologies. As mentioned 
in the introduction, this does not mean these companies are contributing to the development of such 
weapons. However they need to be aware of that potential in their technology and they need to have 
policies to ensure that their technology will not eventually end up in lethal autonomous weapons.

We look at how various parts of the tech sector are involved in technologies that have military 
relevance, and how these could contribute to increasingly autonomous weapons. This includes 
computer hardware (e.g. supercomputers, cloud infrastructure, AI chips), as well as the AI software 
that makes the hardware run. Think for example of visual equipment which in real-time can 
distinguish potential targets in crowded spaces based on facial recognition – or other software that 
can identify relevant battle information. Think of increasingly autonomous aerial or ground vehicles, 
alone or operating in ‘swarms’, which, fed by such information, can select and attack targets on their 
own. For long such scenarios used to be science fiction, but they are now quickly becoming reality.  

Some of the surveyed companies are small start-ups focusing mainly on military work, while some 
large tech companies conduct research in consumer applications that may have the potential to 
enhance warfighting applications. Often, companies actually cover more than one such area of 
work, and the boundaries between these areas of work are not always clear-cut. However, they are 
examples that serve to show how many key tech companies have developed technologies that 
have become increasingly of interest to the military. Certainly, this is not necessarily problematic. 
However, it is important that companies (themselves and their staff) ensure that their technology 
will not be used for the development of lethal autonomous weapons that could become part of an 
AI arms race where human control over the use of force fades away.

The survey questions are copied in the annex of this report.

Companies have been ranked by levels of concern. The ranking was based on three criteria:

 1. Is the company developing technology that could be relevant in the context of 
lethal autonomous weapons?
 2. Does the company work on relevant military projects?
 3. Has the company committed to not contribute to the development of lethal 
autonomous weapons?

In the following sections we look at a number of aspects and technologies relevant in the context 
of emerging lethal autonomous weapons. First we look into some of the largest tech companies, 
which mostly work on a range of technologies including AI. We then look into relevant hardware, AI 
architecture, pattern recognition technologies as well as autonomous drones and ground robots.66 

 3.2 Big Tech 

 A number of the successful ICT start-ups of the late 20th century have grown to become 
multinational companies whose operations extend far beyond their original products. From a highly 
successful search engine, Google has expanded its activities to include everything from email and 
data storage to watches and self-driving vehicles. Likewise, Amazon, Apple and Microsoft grew 
from e-store, personal computer maker and operating system builder respectively into the giant 
companies they are now, offering a host of digital services and hardware. Similar developments, 
even though they picked up later, are happening in China, where for example Alibaba started as 
an online market place and has now expanded into many other areas of work, including cloud 
computing and payment on the basis of facial recognition. In all cases, progress in the area of 
artificial intelligence has given these developments a new dimension—and the military is clearly 
looking at the sector to capitalise on them.

Most of the technologies and services these companies offer are intended for the civilian market 
but could be repurposed for military applications. In this section we briefly look at the US 
companies in the context of their work on cloud computing, as well as some of the biggest Chinese 
companies, plus Samsung and Siemens.67

JEDI
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, Amazon Web Services and Microsoft are the two remaining 
competitors after Oracle and IBM failed to qualify for the USD 10 billion JEDI project.68 The JEDI cloud 
will serve as the infrastructure spanning the Pentagon offices to soldiers in the field. “As opposed 
to a vast set of incompatible databases that they have in the field now, the deal envisions a unified 
cloud providing access to data through a range of devices to make decisions on the fly, using machine 
learning”.69 Even though the JEDI cloud will have many applications that may not be controversial, 
there is a clear danger for it to play a role in the functioning of autonomous weapons systems, for 
example to rely on for target identification purposes or other potential cloud-based information. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter the Chief Management Officer of the JEDI project has explained: 
“This program is truly about increasing the lethality of our department”.70 Therefore the company that 
gets awarded the bid should make explicit what its technology can and cannot be used for.

Amazon’s cloud business alone has generated USD 600 million in classified work with the Central 
Intelligence Agency since 2014, according to Bloomberg.71 From the start of the process, Amazon 
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COMPANY

AerialX

Airobotics

Airspace Systems

Alibaba

Amazon

Anduril Industries

Animal Dynamics

Apple

Arbe robotics

ATOS

Baidu

Blue Bear Systems

Cambricon

Citadel Defense

Clarifai

Cloudwalk Technology

Corenova Technologies

DeepGlint

Dibotics

EarthCube

Facebook

General Robotics

Google

Heron Systems

HIGH 

CONCERN

BEST  

PRACTICE

MEDIUM 

CONCERN

HQ

Canada

Israel

US

China

US

US

UK

US

Israel

France

China

UK

China

US

US

China

US

China

France

France

US

Israel

US

US

RELEVANT TECHNOLOGY

Counter-drone systems

Autonomous drones

Counter-drone systems

AI chips, Facial recognition

Cloud, Drones, Facial and  

speech recognition

AI platforms

Autonomous drones

Computers, Facial and  

speech recognition

Autonomous vehicles

AI architecture, cyber security, 

data management

Deep learning, Pattern recognition

Unmanned maritime and aerial 

systems

AI chips

Counter-drone systems

Facial recognition

Facial recognition

Autonomous swarming systems

Facial recognition

Autonomous navigation, Drones

Machine learning

Social media, Pattern recognition, 

Virtual Reality

Ground robots

AI architecture, Social media, 

Facial recognition

AI software, ML, Drone applications

RELEVANT MILITARY/

SECURITY PROJECTS

DroneBullet

Border security patrol bots

Airspace interceptor

-

JEDI, Rekognition

Project Maven, Lattice

Skeeter

-

-

-

-

Project Mosquito/LANCA

-

Titan

Project Maven

-

HiveDefense, OFFSET

-

‘Generate’

‘algorithmic warfare tools 

of the future’

-

Dogo

-

‘solutions to support 

tomorrow's military 

aircraft’

COMMIT 

TO NOT 

DEVELOP

X

X

X

X

HIGH CONCERN  Company working on military/security applications of relevant technologies + chose not to answer our survey’s questions in a meaningful way.

MEDIUM CONCERN  Company working on military/security applications of relevant technologies + answered that it was not working on lethal autonomous weapons; 

  or Company not known as working on military/security applications of relevant technologies + chose not to answer our survey’s questions in a meaningful way.

BEST PRACTICE Company answered to explain its policy on how it ensures its technology is not contributing to lethal autonomous weapons.

  Unknown.

HiveMapper

IBM

Innoviz

Intel

Megvii

Microsoft

Montvieux

Naver

Neurala

Oracle

Orbital Insight

Palantir

Percepto

Roboteam

Samsung

SenseTime

Shield AI

Siemens

Softbank

SparkCognition

Synesis

Taiwan Semiconductor

Tencent

Tharsus

VisionLabs

Yitu

US

US

Israel

US

China

US

UK

S. Korea

US

US

US

US

Israel

Israel

S. Korea

China

US

Germany

Japan

US

Belarus

Taiwan

China

UK

Russia

China

Pattern recognition, Mapping

AI chips, Cloud, Super computers, 

Facial recognition 

Autonomous vehicles

AI chips, UAS

Facial recognition

Cloud, Facial recognition

Data analysis, Deep learning

‘Ambient Intelligence’, Autonomous 

robots, Machine vision systems

Deep learning neural network 

software

Cloud, AI infrastructure, Big data

Geospatial analytics

Data analytics

Autonomous drones

Unmanned systems; AI software

Computers and AI platforms

Computer vision, Deep learning

Autonomous (swarming) drones

AI, Automation 

Telecom, Robotics

AI systems, Swarm technology

AI- and Cloud-based applications, 

Pattern recognition

AI chips

AI applications, Cloud, ML, Pattern 

recognition

Robotics

Visual recognition

Facial recognition

HiveMapper app

Nuclear testing super 

computers, ex-JEDI

-

DARPA HIVE

-

HoloLens, JEDI

‘Revolutionise human 

information relationship 

for defence’

-

Target identification soft-

ware for military drones

ex-JEDI

-

DCGS-A

-

Semi-autonomous military 

UGVs

-

SenseFace, SenseTotem 

for police use

Nova

KRNS, TRADES

-

‘works across the defense 

and national security space 

in the U.S.’

Kipod

-

-

-

-

Police use

X

X

X

Table:  
COMPANIES SURVEYED FOR THIS REPORT 

Companies have been ranked by levels of concern. The ranking was based on three criteria:

 1. Is the company developing technology that could be relevant in the context of lethal autonomous weapons?
 2. Does the company work on relevant military projects? 
 3. Has the company committed to not contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons?

-

NB: This table ranks companies according to the level of concern regarding their potential (unintended) contribution to the development of lethal autonomous weapons. It does not take into account other 

concerns regarding privacy, human rights and other issues.
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has been perceived as the likely winner of the JEDI contract; it has even been suggested that that 
the invitation tender was written so that only Amazon could win. 

Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, said in the context of Google’s withdrawal from Project Maven: 
“If big tech companies are going to turn their back on the U.S. Department of Defense, this country 
is going to be in trouble”.72 However, there is a big difference between turning your back on your 
country’s national defence and making sure that your technology will not enhance or become part 
of lethal autonomous weapons.

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella has also strongly defended their policy on military contracts: “We will 
have our own committee that will really direct us in terms of what engagements we do or don’t 
do, and especially when it comes to the United States and liberal democracies at large, we will rely 
on our democratic process and the institutions that we work with and their own ethics as well”. 
He also said that the US “armed forces have a fundamental grounding on what it means to deploy 
any technology or practice which is ethically used”.73 What that fundamental grounding is remains 
unclear. The fact is that Google concluded that it “couldn’t be assured that [JEDI] would align with 
our AI Principles”.74 As mentioned in the previous chapter: Microsoft employees appear ready to 
protest in case their company would win the JEDI contract. 

In 2018 Microsoft published “The Future Computed,” examining the applications and potential dangers 
of AI. It argues that strong ethical principles are necessary for the development of AI that will benefit 
people, and defines six core principles: “fair, reliable and safe, private and secure, inclusive, transparent, 
and accountable”.

But, as Microsoft employees argue: “ With JEDI, Microsoft executives are on track to betray these 
principles in exchange for short-term profits. If Microsoft is to be accountable for the products and 
services it makes, we need clear ethical guidelines and meaningful accountability governing how 
we determine which uses of our technology are acceptable, and which are off the table. Microsoft 
has already acknowledged the dangers of the tech it builds, even calling on the federal government 
to regulate AI technologies. But there is no law preventing the company from exercising its own 
internal scrutiny and standing by its own ethical compass. ”75

Oracle Corporation sells database software and technology, cloud-engineered systems, and enterprise 
software products, including database management systems. In 2018, Oracle was the world’s third-
largest software company by revenue.76 Moreover, “Oracle makes it easy for enterprises to realise value 
from artificial intelligence and machine learning (ML)”.77 In the military sphere, “Oracle helps modern 
defense prepare for dynamic mission objectives”.78 This includes, for example, cloud contracts. Oracle 
bid for the Pentagon’s JEDI contract and filed multiple complaints in the course of the process, in part 
contesting the decision to have a single cloud vendor for years, which it sees as uncompetitive.79

IBM, the fourth original main contender for the JEDI contract, is discussed in the next section.

Amazon and Oracle did not respond to multiple requests to take part in our survey so their stance 
on lethal autonomous weapons remains unclear. Whereas Microsoft research director Eric Horvitz 
(see previous chapter) did respond, his views cannot be taken as the company’s position. Their lack of 
response combined with their military links means these three companies qualify for the label ‘high 
concern’ in the context of this report. 
 

BAT
Meanwhile, China’s largest tech companies Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent—also collectively known 
as BAT—are making extraordinary gains in artificial intelligence with “the support, investment and 
commitment of the Chinese government to become the dominant AI player in the world”.80 

Baidu is the largest provider of Chinese-language Internet search services and is highly committed 
to artificial intelligence and machine learning. It is exploring applications for artificial intelligence 
and machine learning, “including in their offices where facial recognition technology makes 
standard ID cards unnecessary and allows you to order tea from a vending machine”.81

In 2013, Baidu opened an AI research lab in Silicon Valley and, like Google, has been investing 
heavily in many applications of AI, from automated personal assistants to autonomous cars and 
health care.82 However, with the ongoing trade row between the US and China, Chinese investors 
and companies, including the BAT trio, appear to be scaling down their activities in Silicon Valley.83

At the same time, the Chinese government is stepping up its strategy of leveraging ways to 
cooperate on dual-use technologies, including in AI and automation, enlisting technology 
companies and universities, including Baidu, to promote their military application.84 

Baidu is leading China’s National Engineering Laboratory for Deep Learning Technologies, 
established in March 2017, which will pursue next-generation research in deep learning. Baidu will 
also contribute to the National Engineering Laboratory for Brain-Inspired Intelligence Technology 
and Applications, which aims to develop AI technologies that learn from the mechanisms of the 
human brain and to promote brain-inspired neural chips and brain-inspired intelligent robotics.85 

Alibaba, China’s largest online shopping company, has recently invested in “seven research labs that 
will focus on artificial intelligence, machine learning, network security, natural language processing 
and more”.86 In September 2018, Alibaba announced that it had established a semiconductor 
subsidiary, called Pingtouge, to focus on customised AI chips and embedded processors. Alibaba is 
also a major investor in the tech sector, for example in companies such as Megvii and SenseTime, 
mentioned elsewhere in this report.87 Interestingly, while having no apparent direct link to the 
military itself, Jack Ma, the co-founder and executive chairman of Alibaba, is well aware of the 
tensions and risks of the digital revolution. With machine learning and artificial intelligence 
eliminating jobs, “the third technology revolution may cause the Third World War”, he said in 2017.88

Tencent, founded in 1998, is China’s biggest social media company,89 but has also set up the Miying 
platform to assist doctors with the screening of diseases, among other things.90 One of the company’s 
slogans is ‘AI in all’.91 Its focus is on research in machine learning, speech recognition, natural language 
processing and computer vision and on developing practical AI applications in online games, social 
media and cloud services. It is also investing in AI technologies to be used in autonomous vehicles. 

Tencent favours an approach to ethics that not only allows socially beneficial uses of AI for medical 
purposes or agriculture but also ensures a “social contract” between companies and users to 
govern the use of personal data. “Billions of users have entrusted us with their personal sensitive 
information; this is the reason we must uphold our integrity above the requirements of the law”.92 

Neither Baidu, Alibaba nor Tencent responded to our survey, so their stance on lethal autonomous 
weapons remains unclear.
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ELECTRONICS AND AI
Companies more commonly known as consumer electronics or industrial tech producers - and 
to a lesser extent as military producers - are also investing heavily in AI and robotics. Much like 
previously mentioned ICT companies, the technology they develop could potentially be used as a 
key component for lethal autonomous weapons. Samsung and Siemens are two major examples of 
such industrial tech producers.  

Samsung is one of the world’s largest tech companies and South Korea’s largest chaebol (business 
conglomerate). As part of its quest to stay a leading producer of telephones and computers, it is 
also developing AI technologies to be applied to all its products and services. Its primary goal is “to 
secure cutting-edge AI core technologies and platforms—human-level AI with the ability to speak, 
recognise, and think—to provide new AI-driven experiences and value to its customers. Aligned with 
our goal above, we are conducting research in broad thematic areas such as AI core algorithms, on-
device AI, next-generation virtual assistant platform, and so on”.93

Samsung Techwin used to be the military arm of Samsung and was known for its SG1A Sentry robot, 
but that division was sold to Hanwha in 2014. 

Samsung did not respond to requests to participate in our survey so their stance on lethal 
autonomous weapons remains unclear.94

Siemens, headquartered in Germany, is Europe’s largest industrial manufacturing conglomerate 
and is known for its medical diagnostics equipment (CT Scanners), energy equipment (turbines, 
generators) and trains.

In the area of AI, Siemens produces MindSphere, a cloud-based system that can link products, 
plants, systems and machines, enabling the use of AI in industry. “MindSphere performs extensive 
analyses to make the vast amounts of data generated by the Internet of Things (IoT) useful for 
optimisation, simulation, and decision-making”, according to the company.95 

In 2013 Siemens won a contract with Carnegie Mellon University and HRL Laboratories “on a 
military research project to unlock secrets in the nature of knowledge in an effort to improve tools 
and training available to intelligence analysts”.96 The USD 2.2 million contract was part of the 
Knowledge Representation in Neural Systems (KRNS) programme of the Intelligence Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (IARPA)—the intel counterpart of DARPA—to develop “systems that aim to 
predict patterns of neural activity associated with particular concepts and that can interpret which 
concepts are represented within measured patterns of neural activity”.97

Siemens Corporate Technology is also working with DARPA on the TRAansformative DESign 
(TRADES) programme. “The goal of the multimillion dollar project is to develop a new digital 
modelling technology that will expand existing computer-aided design (CAD) software to design 
incredibly complex objects with superior functional properties that can still be manufactured with 
current manufacturing processes”.98

In response to our autonomous weapons survey Siemens mentions that it feels it is important to 
have “such an ethical debate and it should be guided by people with expertise in that field”. 

The company added that “Siemens is not active in this business area. Where we see a potential 

risk that components or technology or financing may be allocated for a military purpose, Siemens 
performs a heightened due diligence. […] All our activities are guided by our Business Conduct 
Guidelines that make sure that we follow high ethical standards and implement them in our 
everyday business. We also work on responsible AI principles which we aim to publish later this 
year”.99 Siemens has been ranked as medium concern, as they state that they are not active in this 
business area, but they do not have a policy that explicitly says that they will not contribute to the 
development of lethal autonomous weapons.

 3.3 Hardware

 Computer hardware producers may also be linked to the potential development of lethal 
autonomous weapons, especially as advanced computing requires advanced ‘workhorses’. For 
example, supercomputing technology is key to further breakthroughs in artificial intelligence, as 
much as it has been “a mainstay of military and intelligence agencies, used for chores ranging from 
cracking codes to designing nuclear weapons”, as well as civilian uses such as weather prediction 
and other simulation applications.100 While the US is still producing the world’s most powerful 
supercomputers, China has taken over in terms of numbers: 227 or 45 per cent of the world’s 500 
most powerful supercomputers are in China, as opposed to 109 or 22 per cent in the US.101

Just as supercomputers have played a leading role for decades in the development of computing 
models used for complicated forecasting or other heavy-duty computing, artificial intelligence 
and the digestion and analysis of large amounts of information (‘big data’102) will take computing 
requirements to a new level. Companies producing chips or semiconductors have also been crucial 
in AI progress. The incorporation of graphics processing units (GPUs) in the early 2010s aided the 
deep-learning revolution.103

Military uses of hardware include the validation of simulation models, enabling manufacturers “to 
widen the scope of their tests because it can be difficult to test autonomy in a physical incarnation 
for reasons including safety constraints—particularly if the system is weaponised—and the 
potential security implications of putting new capabilities through their paces in the real world”.104

Such developments can also be important for developing and testing lethal autonomous weapons. 

One of the oldest computer producers is IBM, which is now following “a very aggressive roadmap” 
towards producing “next-generation artificial intelligence chips” and building a new AI research centre 
for that purpose, according to one of its AI research directors.105 The company’s researchers expect 
to improve AI computing performance by 1,000 times over the next 10 years and to “support the 
tremendous processing power and unprecedented speed that AI requires to realise its full potential”.106

IBM has a long history of military contracting. “When public security is jeopardised by disaster or 
military threat, defence and intelligence forces need to move from data to decision in minutes. IBM 
analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions can give your forces the tactical 
edge to generate and share actionable intelligence in a timely manner for a safer world”.107

Working towards that safer world also appears to include building supercomputers for nuclear 
weapons research and simulations, including the Sequoia and Sierra.108 Furthermore, IBM is doing 
augmented intelligence work for the US Marine Corps.109
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IBM’s Watson design lead Kathryn McElroy and Guruduth Banavar, Vice-President of Cognitive 
Computing at IBM Research, were among three dozen IBM staff who signed an open letter in 2015 
calling for a ban on autonomous weapons.110 In response to the survey IBM confirmed that they are 
currently not developing lethal autonomous weapons systems. For this reason they are ranked as 
medium concern, as to be ‘best practice’ IBM would also need to ensure that its technology will not 
be used in these weapons.

Probably best known for its computer processors, Intel works on various AI technologies, including 
specific solutions, software and hardware.111 Intel provides these services to governments. “As 
budgets grow tighter, Intel AI can empower government agencies and their partners to do more 
with less. Combined with deep learning, satellite images and overhead video can unlock new 
possibilities in defence, disaster response, and mapping”.112

In 2017, Intel was selected by DARPA “to collaborate on the development of a powerful new 
data-handling and computing platform that will leverage machine learning and other artificial 
intelligence techniques”.113 The project is called DARPA HIVE, a joint research programme between 
Intel and DARPA valued at more than USD 100 million over the 4.5 years that it will run. In July 
2018, it was announced that Intel will be working with DARPA on developing “the design tools and 
integration standards required to develop modular electronic systems”.114 

Additionally, Intel has invested significantly in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and flight control 
technology, focusing on industrial inspection, surveying and mapping for civilian purposes, which 
could provide defence applications too. For example, it has developed the Shooting Star system, 
a lightshow capability that enables a single pilot to launch a swarm of UAVs that can position 
themselves without a GPS signal—a capability desired by military users too.115 In 2016 it acquired 
the German UAV company Ascending Technologies (AscTec).

Intel did not respond to repeated requests to take part in our survey on their position regarding 
autonomous weapons.

 3.4 AI Software and System Integration

 Many companies specialise in conducting research and development into artificial 
intelligence, often encompassing various sub-fields of AI such as machine learning. Amazon, for 
instance, places high priority on machine learning; without it they would not be able to grow their 
business and optimise their “logistic speed and quality”, among other things.116

Clearly, the military has a big interest in these areas too. Currently NATO initiatives are underway to 
integrate augmented reality (AR) and artificial intelligence solutions into existing ground personnel 
mission suites to enhance their operational effectiveness and to assist in situational awareness, 
target acquisition and route finding. Practical progress remains slow despite significant technology 
injections from the commercial sector, according to military magazine Jane’s Defence Weekly.117 

A leading force is the US Special Operations Command, which uses developments in AR, AI and ML to 
support “synthetic training and operational environments”.118 Specific areas of interest include mission 
rehearsal support and targeting, holographic displays, gaming technologies and neuromorphic 
computing. “We know that AI and autonomy will sharply bend the forward operating environment arc 

toward unimagined efficiencies and surprising challenges”, said a US military official.119

The US Air Force has similar interests and is actively connecting with start-ups. Earlier this year, at a 
meet-up where companies could pitch innovative ideas and technologies, more than 50 companies 
immediately received USD 3.5 million in initial funding, with another USD 5 million to be paid out 
in instalments. With cash and a minimum of red tape, the Air Force is looking to eliminate concerns 
that the Pentagon is very much aware of. As Will Roper, assistant secretary of the Air Force for 
acquisition, technology and logistics, said: “We’ve got to learn a different language, one that doesn’t 
involve much talk of war and weaponry”.120

One such company the Pentagon is connecting with is CrowdAI, which has “mixed machine learning 
with mapping technology to identify flooded Texas roadways in the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, 
or decimated buildings after bombings in Aleppo”.121 It has already received a small grant from the 
US Air Force, which the company hopes to expand into a proper military contract. However, asked by 
tech magazine Wired if there are some applications of the tool that CEO Devaki Raj would consider 
off limits, she said yes, but declined to name any in particular, saying instead, “We would like to 
make sure our technology is used for good”.122

One company that has turned down government offers is Affectiva, an “artificial emotional 
intelligence” start-up whose software uses AI to track human emotions. One such offer was from 
a venture fund backed by the CIA, which wanted to use the product to improve their surveillance 
capabilities. Affectiva has since been successful with nongovernmental projects and has made ethical 
AI use a core part of its brand. “We wanted to be trusted,” said co-founder Rana el Kaliouby, “We used 
the core value of integrity and respecting people’s privacy as a way to weed out use cases”.123

Silicon Valley’s Palantir supplies ‘Palantir Intelligence’, “a complete, proven solution that is 
used throughout the intelligence community to efficiently, effectively, and securely exploit and 
analyse data, leading to more informed operational planning and strategic decision-making”.124 
It is also “a developer of increasing common predictive policing technology that’s used by law 
enforcement agencies around the United States”.125 The data-analysis company was founded 
in 2004 by Trump adviser Peter Thiel and has roots in the CIA-backed In-Q-Tel venture capital 
organisation.126

In March 2019, it was revealed that the US Army had awarded Palantir a contract “to build 
out and deploy an artificial intelligence system that can help soldiers analyse a combat zone 
in real time”, also known as the Distributed Common Ground System (or DCGS-A, for Army).127 
The software company had beaten a rival bid from Raytheon, one of the world’s largest arms 
producers. The estimated more than USD 800 million contract is the company’s largest-ever 
defence deal.128

In 2016 it had already won a USD 222 million deal from the Special Operations Command (SOCOM) 
for a technology and logistics software and support project called “All-Source Information Fusion”, 
meant to bring together information gathered by SOCOM.129

Anduril Industries, founded in 2017, is one of the more vocal businesses advocating stronger ties 
between the tech sector and the Pentagon: “AI has paradigm-shifting potential to be a force-
multiplier […] it will provide better outcomes faster, a recipe for success in combat”.130

Thus, while Google withdrew, Anduril has eagerly continued working on Project Maven, plus offered 
support for the Pentagon’s newly formed Joint Artificial Intelligence Center.131
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One of the company’s co-founders is Trae Stephens, a former intelligence official. According to 
Stephens, the reluctance of many tech companies to bid for military contracts is merely a matter 
of semantics. He thinks the Pentagon has made its life unnecessarily difficult by using terms like 
attack or lethality in project descriptions. “We just can’t use this word. You’re not going to win being 
like: ‘Our priority is soldier lethality’”, Stephens said. “[...] There’s this slight conflict of semantic 
culture. It’s just kind of silly, and we should like stop making unforced errors”.132

Clearly, Stephens ignores the fact that originally neither Project Maven nor JEDI were overtly 
militaristic, but resistance against the projects emerged after people at Google and Microsoft 
started to understand what was included in the (potential) purposes of the work. 
Anduril’s website mentions that it “is pioneering life-saving AI platforms for protecting troops, 
performing search & rescue missions, fighting drug cartels, defending energy resources, combating 
wild fires, stopping human traffickers and much more”.133

Its key concept is the Lattice, which comes as a tower or as an unmanned aerial system. The 
“ground-breaking software + hardware system […] uses cutting-edge AI, machine vision and mesh 
networking to solve critical problems and save lives. Lattice integrates all Anduril hardware and 
third party sensors into a single, autonomous operational platform. […] Lattice’s revolutionary AI-
powered sensor fusion allows all device sensors to act as one large sensor”.134 

The technology is designed to provide a view of the front lines to soldiers, “including the ability 
to identify potential targets and direct unmanned military vehicles into combat”, according to The 
Intercept.135 In tests, Lattice has reportedly helped border agents catch numerous people crossing 
the border.136 

Another Anduril co-founder is Palmer Luckey, previously one of the founders of Oculus VR, which 
was bought by Facebook in 2014 for USD 2 billion. Anduril is now “‘deployed at several military 
bases. We’re deployed in multiple spots along the U.S. border,’ according to Luckey, cryptically 
adding: ‘We’re deployed around some other infrastructure I can’t talk about’”.137

Despite a specific question on autonomy and human control in their Lattice technology, a media 
company handling Anduril’s external affairs answered in response to our survey request: “Given that 
this isn’t the company’s focus, we won’t be able to help with the survey”.138

SparkCognition, from Austin, Texas, is an artificial intelligence company that partners “with the 
world’s largest organisations that power, finance, and defend our society to uncover their highest 
potential through the application of AI technologies”.139 The company has attracted the interest 
of former and current Pentagon officials. Most recently, Robert Work, former Deputy Secretary of 
Defense joined the company’s advisory board.140 Retired Marine Corps General John Allen is a board 
member. Among the firm’s senior corporate advisers is Wendy Anderson, who served as chief of 
staff for then Deputy Defense Secretary Ash Carter and as deputy chief of staff for then Defense 
Secretary Chuck Hagel.141 

SparkCognition works “across the national security space—including defense, homeland security, 
intelligence, and energy—to streamline every step of their operations”.142 Outside the US, they have 
worked with the British Army to advance artificial intelligence applications, specifically “on the 
role of machine learning in military applications and [to] contribute to research on future military 
planning. This partnership focuses on how operations can be streamlined using AI technologies 
today”.143 Founder and CEO Amir Husain and his colleague August Cole are active participants in the 

debate about AI, warfare and how the Pentagon and industry should adapt. In one of their articles 
they describe a “defensive mothership-swarm operational concept of swarming drones” to counter 
a hypothetical Russian attack, and conclude that “there are technical challenges, to be sure, such 
as power management or deploying a cheap-and-resilient global sensing network. But they are 
not insurmountable, nor is this kind of countermeasure hypothetical. In fact, SparkCognition began 
working on this very swarm-mothership concept a few years ago and has filed U.S. patents covering 
the design of such systems. Moreover, the same advances in machine-learning algorithms that make 
drone-launching robot submarines a reality can also create global data-gathering networks based 
on sensors that cost less than last year’s mobile phone”.144

Clearly also, what is described here as ‘defensive’ could be applied to offensive concepts too, 
as they implicitly acknowledge: “AI and robotics […] already allow U.S. asymmetric responses 
that are inexpensive, resilient and globally scalable. Ultimately, though, the biggest challenges 
with autonomy and robotics will not be technological. It will be our willingness to break with 
convention”.145 The notion of a global arms race and how this could spiral out of control appears 
absent in their thinking.

In another article, Husain and Cole assess that “the most essential Pentagon suppliers will be 
the ones that master robotics and artificial intelligence. […] Taken together, today’s leading 
digital companies have many of the traits for a reimagined, expanded defense industrial base, 
one that reflects the social, political, and strategic power of companies such as Amazon, Google, 
and Facebook. Moreover, the most strategically important machine learning and robotics 
technologies will likely originate in non-defense firms based on their overall investment, market-
driven innovation cycles, and talent acquisition. U.S. defense policy is shifting but the speed of 
technological advancement remains far faster”.146

CEO Amir Husain believes that restrictions on autonomous weapons would stifle progress and 
innovation, and says that a blanket ban is “unworkable and unenforceable”. Scientific progress is 
inevitable, “and for me that is not frightening”, he added. “I believe the solution—as much as one 
exists at this stage—is to redouble our investment in the development of safe, explainable and 
transparent AI technologies”.147

Likewise, Wendy Anderson, now responsible for Defense and National Security at SparkCognition, 
has said that to suggest a ban or even tight restrictions on the development of any technology is a 
“slippery slope” and would put the United States at a competitive disadvantage, as other countries 
will continue to pursue the technology.148 “We cannot afford to fall behind”, said Anderson. “Banning 
or restricting its development is not the answer. Having honest, in-depth discussions about how we 
create, develop, and deploy the technology is.”

With such vocal opinions on how they foresee the tech sector becoming deeply involved developing 
tools of modern warfare, it is especially unfortunate that SparkCognition did not answer repeated 
requests to take part in our survey.

Founded in 2015 by former Yahoo executive Ariel Seidman, Hivemapper “provides mapping, visualisation, 
and analytic software tools”.149 It uses video footage to generate instant, detailed, three-dimensional 
maps and automatically detect changes the human eye cannot. Its maps have been built inter alia for 
asset tracking and autonomous navigation. Seidman “believes Silicon Valley and the US government 
have to work together to maintain America’s technological edge—lest authoritarian regimes that don’t 
share the US values catch up”.150 The company can “detect and alert the user to changes on the ground 
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over time; it can pinpoint, say, an enemy truck that wasn’t there before”.151

While Hivemapper has several high-profile military customers, CEO Seidman signed the 2015 
Future of Life Institute’s open letter.152 Answering our survey, he also says that he is very aware of 
the discussion and that it is an important topic. “We build software that helps people build maps so 
it’s not directly relevant. However, we absolutely want to see a world where humans are in control 
and responsible for all lethal decisions”.153

Indeed, a tool like Hivemapper could potentially be used to model Air Force bombing, notes a Wired 
journalist—and that is an ongoing conversation with their staff, says another of the company’s 
directors: “We think it’s important that companies going after this are aware of what the use cases 
are,” he says. “We don’t want to be throwing our product over the rail and saying, ‘Go figure it out.’”
Rather ambiguously though, he also says: “just walking away from anything offensive has a lot of 
longer-reaching impacts […] Within the confines of the regulations, the law … our job is to help 
support [the Air Force] and honor what their mission is”.154

This leaves the question of what Hivemapper would do if the (US) military decided that some lethal 
decisions could be left to autonomous weapons, which would potentially implicate Hivemapper’s 
products.

In July 2018 it was reported that the UK company Montvieux is developing “a new military decision-
making tool known as predictive cognitive system. […] The military system can be used to assess 
a wide range of highly complex data that are beyond the ability of analysts to simultaneously 
comprehend. Using Deep Learning based neural networks, the predictive cognitive control system 
will be able to make confidence-based predictions of future events and outcomes of direct 
operational relevance to the defence users”.155 Subsequently, in January 2019, the UK government 
revealed that “Montvieux receives […] funding to enhance the protection of forces and improving 
the efficiency and effectiveness of information collection. […] The proliferation of data within the 
military poses a significant challenge for operators interpreting differing data sets into meaningful 
information upon which to make informed and timely decisions. Artificial Intelligence capabilities 
are developing at pace and can present opportunities through Deep Learning for operators and 
decision makers to interpret vast, disparate data sets concurrently”.156

The French company EarthCube “is developing monitoring solutions based on an automated 
analysis of geospatial information. By combining state-of-the-art AI technics in both Computer 
Vision and Machine Learning, EarthCube enables its customers to access more precise information, 
thus ensuring faster and less costly interventions”.157 

EarthCube is also offering applications for military purposes158 and has been described as “conceiving 
the algorithmic warfare tools of the future”.159 As the company’s CEO says: “With the emergence of 
new sensors—whether they are satellite, UAV or plane—we have seen here a great opportunity to 
close the gap between AI in the lab and Activity Based Intelligence (ABI) in the field”.160

“EarthCube […] uses the latest advances in medical imagery and artificial intelligence and applies 
them to automatically classify objects, detect changes and analyze scenes. The objective is to 
offload the drudge work for image analysts by only offering images which feature whatever it is the 
analyst is looking for: tanks, combat aircraft, a new building, for example”.161

Boston-based Neurala sells patented AI technology that can run on light devices, “based on 
advanced research work cofounders Versace, Gorshechnikov and Ames conducted for NASA, DARPA, 
and the Air Force Research Labs”.162 Neurala “helps bring artificial intelligence to drones, robots, cars, 
and consumer electronics by helping these devices inspect their environment, make decision and 
navigate obstacles. The company already works with a broad range of clients including the US Air 
Force, Motorola and Parrot”.163 Military AI applications for drones are a key focus for Neurala. “When 
equipped to a military drone, the software could identify a specific target in the field. The system 
then alerts a human operator that the target may have been located”.164 Clearly, this indicates 
human involvement, but how does Neurala ensure this will remain the case?
Co-founder and CEO Massimiliano Versace signed the Future of Life Institute’s 2017 open letter to 
the UN,165 but did not answer requests to participate in our survey.

 3.5 Pattern Recognition

 In computer science, pattern recognition can be divided into various subsections:
 

 ! Biometrics: identification of people using e.g. facial, fingerprint and/or iris   
  recognition;
 

 ! Linguistics: including language identification, language understanding (e.g. in  
  translating), speech recognition (conversion of the spoken word into text) and  
  voice recognition (identifying the person speaking);
 

 ! Textual: e.g. handwriting and character recognition used to convert handwritten
  or typewritten text into machine-encoded text;
 

 ! Gesture recognition: the interpretation of human gestures;
 

 ! Activity recognition: the recognition of events; 
 

 ! Object recognition.166

Such technologies can be highly relevant for the development of lethal autonomous weapons, 
enabling the automatic identification and subsequent attack of targets based on the recognition of 
certain patterns by AI systems. This section focusses mainly on facial recognition technology.

Ever since surveillance cameras and biometric identification emerged in the public domain, 
these technologies have caused concerns relating to their impact on the right to privacy and 
bodily integrity. Recently, San Francisco became the first US city to ban the use by police of facial 
recognition tech in an apparent effort to halt the “creeping surveillance culture”.167 Similarly, an 
Aegis facial recognition system launched to track students of a New York school has been called an 
“unprecedented invasion of privacy” and a waste of money.168

The Chinese state, however, is very much embracing these technologies for societal control.169 
The Muslim-dominant western Xinjiang region in particular is seen as a test laboratory for police 
and other government agencies as part of the “Strike Hard Campaign against Violent Terrorism”.170 
According to Human Rights Watch, since late 2016 the Chinese government has subjected the 13 
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million Muslims that live in Xinjiang to mass arbitrary detention and heightened repression in 
general, with up to one million people being held in “political education” camps.171

Globally, big tech companies including Facebook, Palantir and Microsoft are also using such 
technologies to build systems to document and track potential migrants.172

The potential and the impact of facial recognition are huge. Assuming that most technical issues can be 
solved, its use for personal convenience (for payments and for smartphone access) will likely increase 
massively. Privacy and human rights issues clearly remain, as the intrusive use in Xinjiang shows, and 
people in Western democracies in particular do not easily accept mass surveillance technologies. 
Worse, the use of facial recognition in warfare is looming, based on either individual characteristics or 
ethnicity, gender, age or some other classification. Taken one step further, such technologies could then 
be used for autonomous weapons to select and attack specific targets. Companies should therefore 
ensure that their pattern recognition technologies will not be used for such purposes. 
 
CHINA’S INDUSTRY
Booming government demand for smart surveillance cameras, voice-recognition technology and 
big-data analytics has meant big business for China’s AI companies; but this has also raised concern 
that they are contributing to the erosion of civil liberties, as indicated above.173 Moreover, export is 
becoming a major focus for Chinese companies.174

The Beijing-based artificial intelligence provider Megvii was founded in 2011 and is best known 
for its facial recognition software Face++, which is used by Alibaba’s Alipay in facial scanning 
for making payments. Megvii is said to use facial scans from a Ministry of Public Security photo 
identification database containing files on nearly every Chinese citizen.175 Such a private-public 
partnership shows how what looks a win-win situation for both company and state may not be so 
clearly beneficial for the private individual. “We want to build the eyes and brain of the city, to help 
police analyse vehicles and people to an extent beyond what is humanly possible”, Megvii has said 
in the past.176 

One of Megvii’s biggest competitors is SenseTime, founded in Hong Kong in 2014, which sells 
artificial intelligence software that recognises things and people. Its image-identifying algorithms 
have made it “the world’s most valuable AI start-up”, worth more than USD 4.5 billion.177 Various 
Chinese police departments use its SenseTotem and SenseFace systems to analyse footage and 
arrest suspects. Government contracts account for about two-fifths of its revenue, according to the 
company’s CEO.178 SenseTime emphasises that AI is “an extension of human intelligence” with the 
ultimate goal of benefitting human beings.179 

Remarkably, SenseTime recently sold its 51 per cent stake in security joint venture Tangli 
Technology in Xinjiang, a ‘smart policing’ company it set up with Leon, a major supplier of data 
analysis and surveillance technology, in November 2017.180 SenseTime’s decision marks the first 
time a major Chinese tech company has opted out of working in the region.

A third example of China’s fast-growing facial recognition industry is Yitu, which “integrates 
advanced AI technology business applications to build a safer, faster and healthier world”.181 One 
of its products is the ‘Intelligent Service Platform’, where a “visual intelligence algorithm covers 
facial recognition, vehicle identification, text recognition, target tracking and feature-based image 
retrieval”. Its Dragonfly Eye System is said to identify a person from a nearly two-billion-picture 

database in a few seconds.182 By last year its technology was in use in more than 20 provincial 
public security bureaus in over 300 cities.

In February 2018, Yitu supplied Malaysia’s police with facial recognition technologies, said to be its 
first deal outside of China.183 It has also entered into a strategic partnership in the fields of public 
security, finance and health care with local governments and various organisations in Britain.184

Other fast-expanding Chinese companies in this area are Cloudwalk Technology and DeepGlint 
Technology. None of the Chinese companies responded to our requests to participate in the survey.

UNITED STATES CATCHING UP?
These technologies are those where the bias issue is most obvious. For instance, the American Civil 
Liberties Union ran a test of Amazon’s Rekognition programme where “nearly 40 percent of the 
false matches by Amazon’s tool, which is being used by police, involved people of colour”.185 The 
company has also faced much criticism since its partnership with police and government agencies 
was revealed. The backlash grew after links between Amazon and Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) were reported, raising further concerns that AI face-scanning ID software would 
be used to aid ICE’s deportation programme.186

However, Amazon has since “proposed guidelines” for the responsible use of the tech that it hopes 
policymakers in the US and worldwide will consider when drafting new laws. These include the 
need of tech to be governed by current laws, including those that protect civil rights, and the need 
for human oversight when facial recognition is used by law enforcement. The guidelines also stress 
that the tech should not be the “sole determinant” in an investigation.187

Another US company working on facial recognition is IBM, whose Diversity in Faces dataset188 
contains information scraped from a million images posted on Flickr under the Creative Commons 
licence. It was released by IBM and shared with companies and universities linked to militaries 
and law enforcement across the world. According to NBC News, the people “photographed on Flickr 
didn’t consent to having their photos used to develop facial recognition systems”.189 IBM maintains 
the project aims to help make facial recognition systems less biased.190 

IBM has long worked with the US military on video-related technologies, aiming to move from 
object identification to classifying an event. “The challenge here is to understand why the green 
truck is there […] Where did it come from? Are there humans around the truck, and why were they 
there? Did they go into the truck, and if so, where are they going now? That type of reasoning takes 
much more ‘horse power’, and they’re turning to us for that”, according to Joe Cubba, Vice-President 
for defence and intelligence at IBM’s Global Business Services/Public Sector arm.191 He refers to it as 
a blend of AI and human analysis, or augmented intelligence, with the technology supporting—not 
replacing—the human brain, which can then concentrate more on analysis rather than detection. 

In July 2018 Microsoft was the first tech giant to join a growing call for regulations to limit the use 
of facial recognition technology. In a blog about the potential uses and abuses of facial recognition, 
President Brad Smith, compared the technology to products like medicines and cars that are highly 
regulated. “We live in a nation of laws, and the government needs to play an important role in 
regulating facial recognition technology”, Smith wrote. He added: “A world with vigorous regulation of 
products that are useful but potentially troubling is better than a world devoid of legal standards”.192
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RUSSIA AND BELARUS
Synesis is a leading Belarussian company with offices in Russia, Kazakhstan and the US, working 
on the “development and deployment of AI- and Cloud-based applications with millions of users”, 
founded in 2009. It counts IBM and Yandex among its customers.193 It has developed “a video 
analytics platform called Kipod that functions like Google Search for video content. Used by law 
enforcement agencies, governments, and private security organisations, it is able to find human faces, 
license plates, object features, and behavioural events in massive amounts of footage. What’s really 
unique about their cloud-based service is its scalability: the company claims it can work with one 
million users, one million cameras, and search one petabyte (a million gigabytes) worth of videos”.194 
Kipod is used by law enforcement agencies in Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan195.
Russia’s VisionLabs was founded in 2012 and is specialised in “cloud visual solutions” for video 
surveillance and other applications—its main product is a software package called Luna, which allows 
businesses to “verify and identify customers instantly” based on photo or video images, thanks to 
Luna’s “unique quality and performance pattern recognition technology”.196 VisionLabs partners with 
more than ten banking organisations in Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), 
which use visual recognition products to streamline customer services and prevent credit fraud. It has 
also partnered with Facebook and Google, building an “open-source computer vision platform”.197

In response to our survey VisionLabs very clearly explained that they “explicitly prohibit the use of 
VisionLabs technology for military applications. This is a part of our contracts. We also monitor the 
results/final solution developed by our partners”.198 

 3.6 Autonomous Aerial Systems and Swarming Technology

 While for a long time technological progress in the area of unmanned aerial systems and 
vehicles (UAS and UAV, more commonly known as drones) mainly came through military-industrial 
research, in more recent years a surging civilian demand has spurred developments too.199 The 
latter includes both hobby drones and the professional market, e.g. for agricultural or industrial 
purposes. A wide range of companies are working on unmanned aerial systems, from predominantly 
commercial ones, including well-known companies such as the Chinese companies Yuneec and 
DJI, to mainly military companies such as General Atomics and AeroVironment (both in the US) and 
China Aerospace Science and Technology Corp (CASC). But there is not always a clear dividing line 
between civilian and military producers, with civilian product types being used for military and 
security purposes as they become technologically more advanced and cheaper.200

On the military side, drone demand has increased over the whole spectrum of sizes (from micro 
to ultra-large), with ever-improving functionalities, including visual and other sensor capabilities, 
as well as the potential to weaponize them. For this report, the specific worry is the trend towards 
more autonomy, not so much in take-off and landing or navigation, but rather regarding features 
that enable autonomous targeting and attacking. Increasing autonomy in such features is pushing 
the human operator further away in terms of control over the system, with the risk of them being 
removed from the decision-making loop altogether. 

Or, as a recent report puts it: 

	 “Powered	by	advances	in	artificial	intelligence	(AI),	machine	learning,	and	computing,	we	are	
	 likely	to	see	the	development	not	only	of	drones	that	are	able	to	fly	themselves	–	staying	

	 aloft	for	extended	periods	–	but	those	which	may	also	be	able	to	select,	identify,	and	destroy		
 targets without human intervention. In many ways, the increasing use of remote controlled, 
 armed drones can be seen as a kind of ‘halfway house’ towards the development of truly 
 autonomous weapon systems. The incremental way in which drone technology is developing, 
 and the ability to ‘bolt on’ new features, means that drones are ideally suited to morph into 
 autonomous weapon systems”.201

AUTONOMOUS DRONES
Indeed, quite a few companies surveyed for this report make what they call autonomous UAVs. 
Although the meaning of ‘autonomous’ may vary considerably, some do appear to be increasingly 
close to lethal autonomous weapon systems. 

Animal Dynamics, a spin-off company originating in the University of Oxford Zoology Department, 
develops UAVs inspired by “evolutionary biomechanics”.202 Its powered, unmanned paraglider called Stork 
has “autonomous guidance and navigation in both GPS and GPS-denied environments”.203 According to 
its CEO, Alex Caccia, its “autonomy is focused on following the mission plan, obstacle avoidance, and 
collision avoidance, and the mission intent is at all times human”.204 While still under trial, the unmanned 
aerial delivery vehicle has received interest from humanitarian aid/disaster relief organisations and 
various military organisations. In 2018, the Stork was tested in live logistical experiments as part of the 
‘Autonomous Warrior’ Warfighting Experiment (AWE18), involving, among others, UK and US military 
services as well as industry.205 Another product is the Skeeter, “disruptive drone technology” developed 
with funding from the UK government’s Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl).206

source: https://www.sgr.org.uk/index.php/resources/lethal-and-autonomous-coming-soon-sky-near-you
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In March 2019 Animal Dynamics took over UK software developer Accelerated Dynamics, whose 
motto was “making robots smarter”, building technology “to drive the 4th industrial revolution”.207 It 
has developed ADx autonomous flight-control software based on gaming principles, through which 
each system is controlled by a central computer running the artificial intelligence software. The 
merger of the two companies combines “the ADx system with the small, flapping Skeeter UAV [and] 
will allow it to be operated in a swarm configuration for defence applications plus farming and 
surveys”.208 Accelerated Dynamics describes its AD Platform v1.2 as “the world’s first autonomous 
UAV software platform”, with four levels of autonomy, including one where “the user is not involved 
in the decision-making process, the system decides and executes autonomously”.209 Such fully 
autonomous missions include inspection, mapping, and search and rescue.

In one of the most elaborate responses to our survey, Animal Dynamics states that “increasing levels 
of autonomy across all industries are inevitable as computational power increases and autonomous 
systems become more sophisticated and reliable. The uses to which this can be put are both 
beneficial and harmful, depending on the intent of the user”.210 CEO Caccia furthermore stresses 
that “under our company charter, and our relationship with Oxford University, we will not weaponize 
or provide ‘kinetic’ functionality to the products we make”.211 Also, he believes that governments 
should make legislation to prevent harmful uses. “Every new technology can be put to malicious 
use; autonomy is no exception. Halting the technical development of autonomy is futile, and would 
prevent the many beneficial outcomes of autonomy; however, legislating against harmful uses 
for autonomy is an urgent and necessary matter for government and the legislative framework to 
come to terms with, in the same way has it has come to terms with (to name a few) nuclear (fission 
weapons vs power generation), biochemistry (medicine vs nerve agents), and the Internet (access to 
information vs political manipulation and hacking)”.212

Israeli company Airobotics responded to our survey stating that its “drone system has nothing 
to do with weapons and related industries”. The company wrote that the survey is therefore not 
relevant for them and they did “not wish to take part in it”.213 Indeed, while its drones are described 
as “Fully Automatic - Programmable, self-deploying, landing and servicing - no operator required”, 
they are advertised for industrial purposes, including inspection, surveying and mapping, security 
and emergency responses.214 It claims it was granted the first certificate in the world to fly a fully 
automated drone with no human operator.215

It may have nothing to do with weapons directly, but Airobotics clearly has links with the military and 
security business. In 2017 the company announced its new Homeland Security and Defense division, 
as well as an initiative called ‘Airobotics Safe Cities’ to perform emergency services.216 In that context 
it planned to focus more on border security, and in particular the US-Mexico border, with “flying patrol 
bots” giving guards the ability to decide on a course of action in certain situations.217 

Interviewed by an Israeli tech zine, co-founder Rann Krauss draws the line at adding weapons to 
the drones. “We decided to draw the line at physical intervention. The drone can use a flashlight 
to light the scene but not shoot tear gas or live ammunition”, he explained”.218 While drawing that 
line sounds clear, its response to our survey appears to ignore the fact that its close links with the 
military and paramilitary market demand a clear company policy that its products may not be used 
to attack people.

Founded in 1993, Heron Systems provides “leading-edge solutions for national security customers” 
and its mission is “to strengthen America’s defense by providing innovative laboratory testing 

and simulation solutions”.219 For example, MACE is its “lightweight robotic hardware/software 
architecture enabling cooperative communications and planning operations between autonomous 
systems […] Designed to deploy on a […] computer that allows for “plug-and-play” swarm 
capabilities”.220

Percepto offers the Sparrow, an autonomous “drone-in-the-box solution […] powered by computer 
vision and AI, [providing] constant aerial visual insights to help you optimise your security and 
business operations”.221 “The Sparrow autonomous drone deploys from its base station to perform 
on-demand or prescheduled missions, automating critical data collection and analysis processes 
and providing real-time visibility of site conditions”.222 “Security teams benefit from additional 
patrols done by the drone without the need for a pilot. These patrols leverage cutting-edge 
analytics to detect or track humans and cars both for supervision and intruder detection”.223 
“On-board machine vision automatically alerts personnel of potential threats”.224

While uses in the area of military and border security operations appear logical, Percepto focuses 
explicitly on industrial applications. Replying to our survey request, Percepto said: “We appreciate 
the opportunity to participate in this survey, however, since we develop solutions to the industrial 
markets, addressing security, safety and operational needs, the topic of lethal weapon[s] is 
completely out of the scope of our work. We therefore choose to opt out this survey”.225

“Shield AI’s mission is to protect service members and innocent civilians with artificially intelligent 
systems”.226 It makes systems based on Hivemind, AI that enables robots “to learn from their 
experiences”.227 

San Diego based Shield AI was set up in 2015 and its first product, Nova, is a “combat proven”, 
Hivemind-powered robot that autonomously searches buildings while simultaneously streaming 
video and generating maps.228 “Nova enables fully autonomous access and exploration of buildings, 
dense urban environments and GPS-absent areas to produce better mission outcomes and to 
reduce risk to operators. Nova flies itself and works in the day and in darkness”.

Shield AI works with the Pentagon and the Department of Homeland Security “to enable fully 
autonomous unmanned systems that dramatically reduce risk and enhance situational awareness in 
the most dangerous situations”.229

 
SWARMING DRONES
Some companies take UAVs a step further and work on swarm technologies. Swarm technology 
“allows a group of UAVs to complete an objective whilst coordinating with one another”,230 
where “the basic idea of a drone swarm is that its machines are able to make decisions among 
themselves”.231 While of course there are numerous civilian applications conceivable that may be 
very useful and beneficial, experts warn about their application in attack roles. 

There are particular fears regarding autonomous human-out-of-the-loop swarms, where operations 
could happen at speeds inconceivable to humans, risking rapid conflict escalation and mass 
casualties, whether intended or not, and great difficulty in deciding who was the perpetrator. A 
fictitious video called ‘Slaughterbots’, made by the Future of Life Institute in late 2017, clearly 
visualised that potential threat.232

An EU-funded border control project Roborder,233 that plans to deploy “common technology”, but 
“what would be groundbreaking for the companies involved is a functional system that allows 
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swarms of drones to operate autonomously and in unison to reliably identify targets”.234 
“The system will only identify that ‘this object is human’, nothing more”, according to the programme 
manager, though adding facial recognition would be “technologically possible”.235 In this context, 
robotics professor Noel Sharkey argues that there is a thin dividing line between using robots to 
monitor a border and using them to enforce one. He worries about the implications of developing 
autonomous systems to patrol borders, including how the system could be used by a country coping 
with a large influx of people.236

The UK company Blue Bear Systems undertakes research into all aspects of unmanned systems and 
autonomy, including big data, artificial intelligence, electronic warfare and swarming systems.237 It is at 
the forefront of “task tailored configurable autonomy”, according to the company. “We have developed 
next generation capability in applying autonomy to vehicles, systems and even data. Our autonomy 
technology can be developed to work with our customers systems and we provide everything from 
low level control algorithms to systems of systems autonomy. […] We work with air, maritime and land 
systems, and our technology is equally applicable to military and civilian systems”.238

In March 2019 a consortium headed by Blue Bear was awarded GBP 2.5 million for the 
development of drone swarm technology for the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD). The funding will 
be used to move into the final development stages for around 20 unmanned aerials systems and 
will seek “to establish a more ‘self-sufficient’ UAS swarm, providing the military with the ability to 
operate in increasingly complex and contested environments. Effective Human Machine Teaming 
will remain at the core of this research to ensure that the human remains firmly in control of the 
system”.239 The consortium also includes IQHQ, Airbus, Plextex and the University of Durham. 

Set up in 2016, Corenova Technologies (“military-grade solutions to secure autonomous operations”) 
offers HiveDefense, “an evolving swarm of self-learning bots that collaborate with blockchain to 
sense and respond to real-time events on digital and physical infrastructure”.240 It aims to focus on 
“maximising collaboration between machines and their human operators, leveraging automation to 
secure and distribute actionable intelligence in real-time”.241

Corenova also works with DARPA on OFFSET,242 which is evaluating tools and methods to conduct 
missions where “robotic systems will assume collaborative missions without human control, 
helping other robots [perform] complete missions autonomously”.243 OFFSET will be “using swarms 
compromising upwards of 250 unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) and/or unmanned ground systems 
(UGSs) to accomplish diverse missions in complex urban environments”.244

COUNTER-DRONE SYSTEMS
In the fast-growing area of counter-drone systems, numerous companies advertise their products 
as autonomous. Whereas for most this refers to navigational capabilities, some claim to have 
autonomous attack capabilities. 

Most companies in this area focus on the protection of key public infrastructure and mass events, 
as well as military targets, against potential drone threats. The major disruption of operations at 
Gatwick airport in December 2018 due to the presence of an unidentified drone over the area and the 
subsequent issues in attempting to identify the origin of the drone were illustrative of the current 
lack of trustworthy, commercially available counter-drone technologies. On the other hand, there is no 
lack of companies claiming to develop the ultimate solution for dealing with ‘unauthorised’ drones. 
The Canadian company AerialX is developing the DroneBullet, a kamikaze drone that looks like 
a miniature missile while having the capability of a quadcopter.245 It covers a maximum three 

kilometre range and has an operational endurance of ten minutes. Weighing 910g, the system can 
achieve attack speeds of up to 200 km/h and a dive attack speed of up to 300 km/h “to optimise the 
effector’s hit-to-kill capabilities”.246 DroneBullet’s key feature “is its ‘machine vision target system’: an 
artificial intelligence (AI)-led capability that enables the system to autonomously identify, track and 
engage (or not engage) an approved target set”; its camera can also see at night.247 It is programmed 
to only engage specifically approved drones based on characteristics such as multi-rotor/fixed-wing, 
model or colour, analysing a “target against a built-in threat library and, based on the AI algorithm 
confidence level, it will make a decision. If this is what it is looking for it will continue with the 
attack; if not, it will abort”, according to AerialX chief executive Noam Kenig. Although DroneBullet 
is not controlled remotely, it has a ground station that activates and communicates with the system. 
“The ground station supplies basic information to the effector: ‘attack’, ‘abort’, target location, etc., but 
DroneBullet is essentially a fire-and-forget solution. Even if you lose communication, the unit will 
still continue with the mission; the moment the system is launched it proceeds independently to the 
engagement,” said Kenig.248 It is not difficult to see how such fire-and-forget technology could work 
with a different target library against other types of targets. Indeed AerialX is working to modify the 
weapon “for a warhead-equipped loitering munition solution”.249

Citadel Defense—a “Silicon Valley success story”—was founded in 2016.250 “Citadel protects 
soldiers from drone attacks and surveillance in enemy combat”.251 “Through autonomy, proprietary 
machine learning and artificial intelligence capabilities, Citadel Defense creates a force multiplier 
for Warfighters that enables them to get more done with the same or fewer resources. With the 
deployment of Citadel’s technology, U.S. Special Operations Forces gain a modernized capability 
designed and developed to evolve with the pace of the growing threat”.252 The US Air Force recently 
contracted Citadel to provide solutions that can defeat weaponised drones and swarms.253

Citadel Defense produces a counter-drone system named Titan: “designed to operate autonomously 
using artificial intelligence. This allows operators to focus on their mission, not the equipment”.254 
Its Hunter Algorithm “is updated in weeks rather than months to address the new threat”.255

Lastly, US company Airspace Systems “uses artificial intelligence and advanced robotics” for airspace 
security, including “long-range detection, instant identification, and autonomous mitigation – 
capture and safe removal of unauthorised or malicious drones. […] Airspace solutions provide 
operators with 3D situational awareness and actionable intelligence, enabling quick response”. 
“Co-developed and trusted by the US Department of Defense, the Airspace Interceptor is a fully 
autonomous system that captures unauthorised drones and then delivers them to a safe place to 
prevent damage to people or property”.256

In March 2018, Airspace reported that it had raised USD 20 million to “guard critical infrastructure, 
public spaces and the military from enemy drones. […] The company utilises AI, machine vision and 
deep-learning neural networks to defend against the most complex drone threats faced by public 
event venues, military personnel and law enforcement agencies”.257 “We’re leveraging the bleeding 
edge of artificial intelligence, computer vision, high-speed robotics and neural networks to create 
something like a firewall in the sky,” said co-founder and CEO Banga, “We’re building the complete 
drone security system that lets the good drones in and keeps the bad ones out”.258
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 3.7 Ground Robots

 Of more recent date is the breakthrough of increasingly autonomous robotic systems that 
operate on land. One tech company famous for having combined military and civilian products is 
iRobot, developer of both the Roomba robotic vacuum cleaner and PackBot, the robot that cleared 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere.259 In 2016, iRobot sold off 
its military activities.260

Another big name in robotics is Japanese telecom conglomerate SoftBank, which is known to 
invest large sums in new technology. Its USD 100 billion Vision Fund, in partnership with Saudi 
Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund, is part of the Saudi strategy for diversifying away from oil. Vision 
Fund invests in AI tech companies, including BrainCorp, NVIDIA and Slack Technologies, and in solar 
power and electric vehicles.261 Softbank also owns some 30 per cent of China’s Alibaba.

SoftBank Robotics is best known for its humanoid Pepper robot. In 2017 it bought Boston Dynamics 
from Google.262 Boston Dynamics was long closely connected to DARPA, as it pioneered techniques 
for helping robots manoeuvre in real-world environments.263 In the same deal, SoftBank also took 
over the Japanese company Schaft, which won the 2013 robotics challenge organised by DARPA 
(see below).

In response to our survey, SoftBank states that their philosophy is “to use the Information 
Revolution to contribute to the well-being of people and society. As such, we do not have a 
weapons business and have no intention to develop technologies that could be used for military 
purposes”.264

 
Several other surveyed companies have developed robotic systems that are aimed in particular 
at military markets. For instance, Roboteam was launched in 2009 by two former commanders 
with “access to the Israel Defense Forces as our backyard for testing”.265 It soon saw its turnover 
ballooning, with strong sales of ground robotic systems to the US military.266 In 2014, it was labelled 
a “priority provider to the Pentagon’s Combating Terrorism Technical Support Office (CTTSO)”. Its 
Micro Tactical Ground Robot (MTGR) was ordered for Israel’s anti-tunnel operations during the 2014 
Gaza war, also known as Operation Protective Edge.267 Up to 250 MTGRs were ordered a year later 
by the US Air Force under a USD 25 million contract.268 

In 2018 it presented its Artificial Intelligence Control Unit (AI-CU, pronounced “IQ”), bringing 
autonomous navigation, facial recognition and other AI-enabled capabilities to the control and 
operation of unmanned systems and payloads.269 AI-CU enables operators to control numerous 
platforms and payloads simultaneously, based on a multi-robot operator control unit. “The AI-
CU will revolutionize the way soldiers are able to execute their mission objectives safely and 
successfully”, according to self-confident Roboteam CEO Shahar Abuhazira.

Roboteam came under the spotlight last year for its links with Chinese investment firm FengHe 
Fund Management, which appears to have been bad publicity affecting its chances of winning a 
series of US Army robotics contracts as well as beating its main competitor, Endeavour Robotics 
(now FLIR).270 Other customers include the Thai and Swiss ministries of defence.271

Another Israeli robotics company mainly dealing with the defence and security market is General 
Robotics, set up in 2009 by Ehud Gal, with a career in the defence ministry’s R&D authority. General 

Robotics supplies “advanced robotics systems to counter-terrorist units worldwide”; many are 
designed to be used in ‘urban warfare’ contexts.272

Their products include the Pitbull, an urban warfare remote weapon system that has an “embedded 
‘Anti-Drone Track & Shoot’ real time algorithm” and “smart sensors such as hostile fire source 
detector and radar”.273 Best known is Dogo, said to be “the world’s first inherently armed tactical 
combat robot”.274 Dogo’s movements and weaponry, however, are controlled by a person using a 
hand-held, tablet-like device, rather than artificial intelligence, according to the company.275

In response to our survey request, General Robotics CEO Shahar Gal shows he is clearly aware of 
the discussion around robotics and AI. He writes: “Our position is not to allow lethal autonomous 
weapons without human supervision and human final active decision. […] In general, our systems 
are designed to provide real-time high quality information and to present it to a trained human 
operator in an intuitive manner; this insures better decision making by the human and thereby 
better results with less casualties”.276

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
Over the past decade, huge investments have been made in autonomous driving technology, 
combining “sensors and software to control, navigate, and drive the vehicle”.277 The software can 
include object detection and recognition algorithms, and self-driving systems often “create and 
maintain an internal map of their surroundings, based on a wide array of sensors, like radar”.278

Much like self-driving cars, military robotic vehicles can navigate without the “fatigue, distractions 
and other human fallibilities”. Yet at the same time, increasingly intelligent machines may interpret 
the world differently from humans, as accidents with self-driving cars have shown.279 

Much technological progress in this area was initially fostered with military money and through the 
DARPA ‘challenges’ that have been held since 2004 to test (human-supervised) autonomous ground 
robots capable of executing complex tasks.280 Today, more and more R&D in this sector is driven 
by the commercial industry—but often still linked to the military industry.281 And clearly, military 
programmes will increasingly use consumer-based technology for warfighting applications. 
The Israeli company Innoviz makes laser-based radar for cars. “Its sensors allow remote 3D 
scanning and provide a high-definition image of a vehicle’s surrounding”.282 The company was 
founded by former members of the elite technological unit of the Israeli Defense Forces, but 
currently does not appear to be engaged in military work.283

Another Israeli company in this area is Arbe Robotics, with its motto “bringing the power of radar 
to autonomous driving”.284 Arbe Robotics started off in the military and homeland security, before 
moving to cars.285 In response to our survey the company mentions that it “will sign agreements 
with customers that would confirm that they are not using our technology for military use”.286

The French company Dibotics—“make sense out of sensor data”—also works on autonomous 
navigation.287 Their applications include airborne mapping using lidar and infrastructure 
surveillance with drones. Dibotics is supported by ‘Generate’, a programme for French defence start-
ups initiated by the industry umbrella organisation GICAT.288 

Dibotics founder and CEO Raul Bravo signed the Future of Life Institute’s 2017 open letter to the 
UN,289 but the company did not answer requests to participate in our survey.
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4. Conclusions & Recommendations 

T his report has provided an overview of developments in the tech sector that are relevant 
in the context of lethal autonomous weapons that can select and attack targets without 
meaningful human control. The emergence of such weapons will have an enormous 

effect on the way war is conducted. It has been called the third revolution in warfare, after 
gunpowder and the atomic bomb. 

Significantly, as part of an imminent arms race to develop increasingly autonomous weapons, states 
rely on and push to involve the tech sector in those efforts. While digital technology, especially 
artificial intelligence, can be beneficial in many ways, in order to realize those benefits for humanity, 
countless AI and robotics experts have warned that the technology should not be applied to 
develop lethal autonomous weapons.

Large numbers of leading figures working in the tech sector, including from US giants such as 
Apple, Facebook, IBM, Intel and Microsoft, endorsed a 2015 open letter saying that “a military AI 
arms race is a bad idea, and should be prevented by a ban on offensive autonomous weapons 
beyond meaningful human control”. 

Yet these same companies have so far themselves shown limited willingness to commit to public 
policies that ensure their technology will not be used in the development of lethal autonomous 
weapons. Countless other big tech companies – including Chinese counterparts such as Alibaba, 
Baidu, Megvii, Sensetime and Tencent - have so far also remained silent.

Tech workers, for example at Microsoft, have started to resist working on weapons development 
projects, saying that they “don’t believe what we build should be used for waging war” and that they 
worked there in the hope of empowering “every person on the planet to achieve more, not with the 
intent of ending lives and enhancing lethality”.

Such resistance has proven successful in some cases, most notably with Google, who subsequently 
withdrew from the Pentagon’s infamous project Maven and developed an AI policy to not design or 
deploy AI in “weapons or other technologies whose principal purpose or implementation is to cause 
or directly facilitate injury to people”.

Tech companies need to become aware that unless they take measures, their technology could 
contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons. They must also be aware that 
engagement, or perceived engagement, in developing lethal autonomous weapons systems would 
likely be bad for business, could result in reputational damage and potentially impair their ability 
to attract and retain top tech talent. Setting up clear, publicly-available policies is an essential 

strategy to prevent this from happening.

As Canadian company Clearpath Robotics has said: “Clearpath continues to believe that the 
proliferation of lethal autonomous weapon systems remains a clear and present danger to the 
citizens of every country in the world. No nation will be safe, no matter how powerful”.290

Clearpath is among 247 companies and organisations that have signed a pledge not to engage in 
any work related to lethal autonomous weapons.

In addition, as part of the survey for this report, Animal Dynamics (UK), Arbe Robotics (Israel), Google 
(US), Softbank (Japan) and VisionLabs (Russia) have explained how they ensure their technologies 
will not be used for the development or production of autonomous weapons.

However, it is deeply concerning that other tech companies, especially those working on military 
contracts, do not currently have any public policy to ensure their work is not contributing to 
lethal autonomous weapons. Besides Amazon and Microsoft, mentioned above, AerialX (Canada), 
Anduril, Clarifai and Palantir (all US) emerge in this report as working on technologies relevant to 
increasingly autonomous weapons and did not reply in any meaningful way to our survey. 

 Recommendations

 There are concrete steps companies can take to prevent their products contributing to the 
development and production of lethal autonomous weapons. 

 ! Commit publicly to not contribute to the development of lethal  
  autonomous weapons.291 
 

 ! Establish a clear policy stating that the company will not contribute to the
  development or production of lethal autonomous weapon systems. This policy  
  should include implementation measures such as:
  ! Ensuring each new project is assessed by an ethics committee; 
  ! Assessing all technology the company develops and its potential  
   uses and implications; 
  ! Adding a clause in contracts, especially in collaborations with ministries  
   of defence and arms producers, stating that the technology developed 
   may not be used in lethal autonomous weapon systems.
 

 ! Ensure employees are well informed about what they work on and allow open 
  discussions on any related concerns.
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List of   Abbreviations
 
 

AI  Artificial Intelligence
AR  Augmented Reality
DARPA  Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DoD  Department of Defense (US)
JEDI  Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure
LAWS  Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems
ML  Machine Learning
MoD  Ministry of Defence
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
UAS  Unmanned Aerial System
UAV  Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UGV  Unmanned Ground Vehicle
UN  United Nations
VR  Virtual Reality

Annex:   Survey Questions
 
 
 

All companies surveyed and included in the table in chapter 3 were asked four questions:

 Survey questions

 When we mention ‘lethal autonomous weapons’ below we define them as ‘weapon systems 
that can autonomously select and attack targets’.

 1. Are you aware of the international debate regarding lethal autonomous weapons  
  systems and the concerns raised regarding these weapons? Does that debate  
  influence your work?

 2. Does your company have a position on lethal autonomous weapons? If yes, what is  
  that position? If no, why not?

 3. Does your company have a formal policy to ensure your work and the technology  
  you develop do not contribute to the development of lethal autonomous weapons?  
  Does your company adhere to external guidelines regarding this? If so, can you  
  share this policy and/or guidelines? If not, why not?
 
 4. Is your company currently researching and/or developing lethal autonomous  
  weapons systems? (Yes/No/Prefer not to answer)
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